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Graph Theory and the Virasoro Master Equation 

hy 

Niels A.J. Ohers 

Abstract 

1\ hrid history or affine Lie algebra, the Virasoro algebra and its culmination 

in the Virasoro master (~1nation is given. By studying aus3.tze of the master 

e<111ation, we uhtaiu exact solutious and gain iusight in tlu~ structure of large 

slicP6 of affine- Virasoro span~. 

\Vt~ fiucl an isomorphism lu·lwt~n tlu~ construr.tions in tl1e ansatz SO(u)d1119 , 

whirh is a. st~l of uuitouy, gpw•rintlly irrational alrinc- Virasoro constructions on 

SO( u ), anti tlw uulahdlt!tl graphs of oniPr u. On t.lu! one houul, the nmformal 

':onslrudious, flrt! dassHit~tl by tile grat•hs, whilt~, cnnversdy, a group-lht'on~lit: 

an<) conroroua) fi<•ld-thmretic i<).,ntification is obtained ror e\'PI"}' graph of graph 

thL'<lry. 

We also define a cla..,s or "•nagic" Lie group bases in which the Virasoro 

n1a.stcr c•-.nation admits a simple metric ansatz {9metric}, whose structure is 

visible in the high·l<'vcl expansion. When a magic basis is real on compact 

g, the corresponding 9mdric is a large system or unitary, generically irrational 

conrormal ficl<l theories. Examples in this class incln<le t.he graph-tlll'ory ansatz 

SO(u)d;.,9 in th" Cartesian basis or SO(u), and the ansatz Sl/(u)..,.,,;c in the 

l'anli-like basis or SU(u). Finally, we define the "sine-area graphs" or Sl.l(u), 

which labd the cunronnal field theories or Sl/(u)metric• ami we note that, in 

similar rashion, each magic basis or 9 defines a generalized gr;•ph lllL'ory on 9 

which lahels the coorormal ficl<l tllL'<>ries or 9metric· 

This rep::>rt has been reproduced directly fran the best available copy. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The main purpose of this thesis is to find new representations of the Virasoro algebra 

(L(m),L(n)J = (rn- n)L(m-tn) + {2m(m3 -1)6m-tn,o, rn,nE Z ( 1.1) 

where the parameter cis called the central claarge of the algebra. Tlae Virasoro algebra [I) 

was first encountered in the study of the open bosonic string, where it was found that the 

modes of the stress tensor 

I T(z) = 2:L(m)z-m-l = --g~": J~(z)J.(z): 
m 2 

(1.2) 

satisfy the Virasoro algebra ( 1.1) with c = D, where D is the number of space-lime dimen-

sions. Ilere :: is a normal ordering and the string momentum 

J~(z) = I:J!mlz-m-1 (1.3) 

is a local field, whose modes satisfy the algebra 

IJ!m) • J!nlJ = g~.n6m-tn,o, II = 0, ... • D- 1 (1.4) 

where g,.. = (I, -I, ... , -I )diag is the flat metric. 

The algebra ( 1.4) is in fact a represeulation of an abelian affine Lie algebra g = U( I )D. 

More generally, affine Ue algebra, or current algebra on Sa. was discovert.>d independently 

~ -, 

in mathematics (2] and physics (3). In these infinite dimensional algebras the currents of 

affine (simple) g satisfy 

!J!ml,J:n)) = ifo~><JJm-tn) + mkf1ab6m-tn,O• 0 = 1, ... ,dimg (1.5) 

where lab c and 'lab are respectively tlie structure constants and Killing metric of g. The 

level of the affine algebra gs is defined as z; = 2k/t/>3 where t/> is the highest root of g. 

The first representations (3) of affine Lie algebras were construct~ with world-sheet 

fennions (3, 4) to Implement the proposal of current-algebraic spin and internal symmetry 

on the string (3). For example, to construct affine SU(n) at level z; = 1 take 

J.(z) = I:J!m)z-m-1 = :tii'(z)(T.)/1/>J(Z): (1.6) 

where T. are the representation matrices of the n of SU(n), and 

.Pt(z) = "'.p(•)z-•-1/l 
~I • 

tiit(z) = L .jj~•lz-•-1/l ( 1.7o) 

I= l, ... ,n • r E Z + 1/2 (1.7b) 

are a set of complex world-sheet fermions whose modes satisfy the anticommutation relations 

{.p~·l,.p~··} = {tji'l•l,tj;J(•)} = 0 (1.8o) 

{.pi·•. tj;J(•)} = 6/6•+•,0. (1.8b) 

As another example, affine SO(n) at level z; = 1 is constructed similarly using the vector 

representation of SO( n) and real world-sheet fermion&. 

With the currents of affine g, one obtains the non-abelian generalization of the stress 

tensor in ( 1.2), which is the affine-Sugawara construction on g. For simple g the affine-

Sugawara construction is 

1 
T(z) = 2k + Q. q•b :J.(z)Jb(z) : (1.9) 

2 



where h6 = Q6 f,P 1 is the dual Coxeter number of g, and :J.Jb : = :JbJo : is a symmetric 

normal ordering. The stress tensor (1.9) satisfies the Virasoro algebra with central charge 

:rdimg 
c= ----

:r + hg 
(1.10) 

Examples of affine-Sugawara constructions (3, 5) and coset constructions (3, 5) were also 

given in the first string era, as well as the vertex operator construction of fermions and 

SU(nh from compactified spatial dimensions [6, 7). The generalization of these construe· 

tions (8, 9, 10) and their applications to the heterotic string 111) mark the beginning of 

the present era. A general review of affine-Sugawara contructions and coset constructions 

is given in Section 2.2. See 112, 13, 14) for further historical remarks on affine-Virasoro 

constructions. 

The general Virasoro construction 115-17) 

T(L) = L"b :J.Jb: (1.11) 

on the currents J. of affine g 12, 3) systematizes the direct approach u&<.od by Dardacki and 

Halpern 13, 5) to obtain the original affine-Sugawara and coset constructions. Requiring the 

operator T(z) = Ln Ll'"lz-m-l in (1.11) to satisfy the Virasoro algebra (I. I) results in the 

Virasoro master equation I 15-17) 

L"b = 2L"cGodLdb- LadLe/ foe"f,J/- Lalfoel f<I}"Lble 
(1.12) 

c =2G.bL"b 

for the inverse inertia tensor L"b = Lbo. The master equation contains the affine-Sugawara 

nests • aud mauy new conformal constructions g* on the currents ·or affine g. 

In particular, broad classes of exact solutions with unitary irrational central charge 

on compact g have recmitly been announted I 18). The growing list presently includes the 

•The affine-Sugawara nesls {18) include the affine-Sugawaca t.·onslructions [3, 5, 9), the C<lfiel constructions 
[3, 5, 10) ancf tl1e nest~ eo&el constructions (19). 
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unitary irrational constructions [18,20.23) 

(( simply-lacedg_.)9)f, 

I 
SU(3)f, 

SU(3):.wc = SU(3)~1 , 1 , SU(3)~(l)' SU(3)~131 
SU(3)~1 , 1 , SU(3)~111 

I 
S0(2n)*(d,4), n ~ 3 

SO(n)!.
6 

= S0(5)*(d,6)1 

S0(2n + 1)*(d,6).,l; n ~ 3 

# _ { SU(4)*(m, 7h,l 
SU(n)mdric -

SU(5)*(m, 2) 

{1.13a) 

(1.13b) 

(1.13c) 

(1.13d) 

which are obtained in the BASIC :J Dynkin :J Ma:rimal sequence of subansatze, in 

SO(n)diog and in SU(n)melric· The exact constructions in (1.13c,d) will be obtained in 

Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The value 

c ((SU(3)5)~(JI) = 2 (1- ~) ~ 1.7439 (1.14) 

is the lowest unitary irrational central charge yet observed [22). 

A very large number (18) 

N(g) = 2n(g)
1 n(g) = dlmg(dimg- 1)/2 (1.15) 

·or solutions is expected generically on arbitrary level of any g, e.g. N(g) "" 

~ billion on SU(3), so the exact constructions in eq.(1.13) are only the first glimpse into a 

generically-irrational affine-Virasoro universe of immense new structure. 

A high-level (semi-classical) expansion of the master equation (22) has been developed 

which marks a bifurcation in the study of new conformal constructions on affine g: The 

expansion is capable in principle of &<.oeing all solutions whose high-level behavior is O(k-1 ), 

which includes all high-k smooth unitary solutions 122). Following Ref.(22), we refer to 

4 
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these O(k- 1 ) constructions as the class of high-k smooth constructions on g, which "we will 

also call the level-families. As a specific application, the high-level expansion was used in 

llcf.(22)to see all unitary high-k smooth constructions in the ansatz SU(:I)BASIC· 

In other directions, the master equation has been identified as an Einstein system on 

the group manifol<1(16), and a world-sheet action (24) has been ohtained for the generic high-

level smooth affine- Virasoro construction. Moreover, classical construction of primary fields 

(24) has been studied in the generic theory. The master equation has also provided an exact 

C-function and C-theorem (25), so that the associated flow on affine- Vira.soro space may be 

an exact renormalization group equation. Finally, the superconformal master equation (26) 

has been obtained I, which collects all the superconformal constructions of the Vira.soro 

master equation on g~ X SO(p,q)1• This reference also obtains the super C-function and 

super C-theorern on N= I affine- Vira.soro space, as well as a graph theory of superconformal 

level-families, and the N=2 superconformal master equation. 

As in general relativity, consistent ansatze [18,20,22,23) have played a central role in 

solving the Virasoro master equation ( 1.12). Although the conformal field theories of a 

generic ansatz can be expressed in any basis, there may exist special ansatze whose forms 

are simple in certain preferred bases. Moreover, the high-level analysis of relatively simple 

ansatze is a useful tool in seeing the structure of these slices of affine- Vira.soro space. 

The main topic of this thesis is the study of a family of simple metric ansatze on g 

9onetr;c : Lob = ~ ( .Xa + .Xb)'lob (1.16) 

in which the inverse inertia tensor is proportional to the 1\illing metric 'lob of g. These 

metric ansatze are associated to a class of "magic" bases in which any two generators of Lie 

g commute to no more than a. single generator. 

A review of the general affine-Vira.soro construction (1.11) is given in Section 2.2.1. 

lin epeciaJ cases, the question of 1uperaymmetry was add.-essed earlier in (27, 28). 
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The remainder of Chapter 2 is devoted to the simplest case of (1.16), 

SO( n )d;og : the diagonal ansatz on SO( n) (1.17) 

with diagonal l(illing metric 'lob in the physicist's standard basis of SO(n). The application 

of the high-level expansion to this ansatz, shows an isomorphism between this subset of 

unitary, generically irrational affine-Vira.soro constructions and the set of graphs of order 

n (29, 30). The graphs label the level-families of SO(n)d;ago with graph isomorphisms in 

Aul SO(n). Conversely, the isomorphism provides a Lie group and conformal field-theoretic 

organization of graph theory, which may be interesting in mathematics. The material in 

Chapter 2 has been published by M.D. Halpern and the author of this thesis in Ref. (23). 

In Chapter 3 the generalization of SO( n)d;og to the more general class of metric ansatze 

(1.16) is discussed and it is shown that each of these ansatze is consistent in the Virasoro 

master equation given a "magic basis" of Lie g. The structure of each 9metr;c is clearly visible 

in the high-level expansion and, moreover, when a magic basis is real, the corresponding 

g,. .. ,;, is a large system of unitary, generically irrational conformal field theories. 

It is likely that many magic bases can be found, but the two known examples are the 

Cartesian basis of SO(n), which gives SO(n)d;ago and the Pauli-like basis of SU(n), which 

gives the ansatz 

• SU(n)metr;c: the metric ansatz on SU(n) (1.18) 

with a non-diagonal 1\illing metric. In both cases the sets of of conformal field theories 

are generically unitary because both magic bases are real. The ansatz SU( n )metr;c will be 

discussed in Chapter 3 to illlustrate the features of a general metric ansatz. Moreover, a 

new phenomenon ;. observed in the high-level expansion of this a.nsatz, since irra.tionalily 

of the central charge is visible at finite order of the expansion. 

We also define the "sine-area. graphs" of SU(n) which label the conformal field theories 

in .5U(n)metr;c· The prescription for defining these sine-area graphs for SU(n) can be easily 

6 



generalized, 60 that each magic basis of g dcfin••s a generalized graph theory on g whicl1 

lal>cls the conformal field theories of g,•<lroc· 
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Chapter 2 

Graph Theory, SO(n) Current 

Algebra and the Virasoro Master 

Equation 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is the detailed study, primarily by high-level expansion, of a 

new ansatz of the Viraooro master equation ( 1.12) 

SO( n )d;ag : the diagonal ansatz on SO( n) 

whose set of high-k smooth constructions is generically irrational. High· level analysis pro

vides a strong argument that each of these constructions is unitary down to oome finite 

critical level, in accord with our experience in Refs.(18,20-22) and the additional exact so

lutions of this chapter. 

Our central result is that the physically distinct (20,22) high-k smooth constructions 

in SO( 11 )J;•• are in one--to-one correspondence with the unlabelled graphs of graph theory 

(29, 30): 

ead1 distinct (high-k smooth) affine-Virasoro construction in SO(n)d;.9 

8 
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.-. each unlabelled graph of order 11. (2.1.1) 

- This means, on the one hand, that the high·k smooth constructions in SO(n)diog are clas

sified by the set of all graphs. Conversely, a group-theoretic and conformal field-theoretic 

identification is obtained for every graph of graph theory, whicl1 may be interesting in 

mathematics. 

Th<> isomorphism begins a cross-fertilization of the subjt>ets: 

l. Graph theory .... conformal field theory 

Beyond taxonomy, graph theory is important in counting constructions and the anal-

ysis of residual automorphism& (20,22), symmetries, consistent subansatze and exact 

solutions. 

For example, the asymptotic results 

N(SO(n)) = O(e"4 (bol)/8) (2.l.2a) 

N(SO(n)diog =graphs of order n) = O(e"'(b•l)/2) (2.1.21>) 

N(affine-Sugawara nests in SO(n)diog) :5 O(e2"b' 2) (2.1.2c) 

are seen at large 11 for the total number of constructions on S0(11), the number 

of unlabelled graphs, and the number of affine-Sugawara nests in SO(II)diog· The 

asymptotic forms (2.1.2b,c) show a dramatic dominance of new constructions over old 

constructions, so that 

the generic graph in SO( 11 ~ I )d••• is a new construction. (2.1.3) 

It also follows from (2.l.2a,h) that the full space of solutions on SO(u) is a structure 

whi<:h is much larger than gra11h theory. 

Graph theory was particulady helpful in finding the new st:lf-1\-conjugate coustr-uc-

lions, which are the self-complementary graphs [2!1) of graph tlu'Ory. Tlll'.se construe-

!) 

-, 

tions live only on S0(4n) and S0(4n +I) with half-Sugawara Dentrol charge, whose 

values raise the question of new rational central charges. 

Graph symmetry also determines a hierarchy of consistent subansatze in SO(n)diog· 

Beginning with the smallest subansatze, we report the following exact unitary irra-

tional constructions, 
S0(2n)*(d,4), n ~ 3 

S0(5)*(d,6)l 

50(211 + I )*(d, 6);,2 , 11 ~ 3 

and three self K-conjugate constructions 

S0(4)"(d,4), S0(5)"(d, 2), S0(5)*(d,6)a . 

{2.1.4) 

(2.1.5) 

The names of these constructions include the size of the smallest subansatz in which 

their graphs appear, and we remark that the constructions on 50(211+ I) are the first 

unitary irrational constructions on non-simply-laced g. The maximal-symmetric con-

struction 50(211):, (18) also occurs as the most symmetric set of graphs in 50(211)! ••. 

2. Conformal field theory .... graph theory 

'Iranslating from conformal field theory, we find a number of equivalent categories in 

graph theory, 

• affine-Sugawara construction = complete graph 

• )(.conjugate construction = complement of a graph 

• coset construction = complete N -partite graph 

and a nmuber of categories which are apparently new in graph theory, 

• the afline-Sugawara nested gra11hs 

• the graphs G!f of the new constructions S0(11)! •• 

• the aflinc· Virasoro nested graphs 

10 



• the irreducible and new irreducible graphs 

• the broken N =2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs. 

In general, the names of the&e graphs are derived from their corresponding conformal 

constructions. The irreducible graphs are particularly important because every graph 

can be uniquely constructed from the irreducit..le graphs by affine- Virasoro nesting 

(18). 

We have also constructed a graph function 11( G), the novelty number of G, which 

appears to act as an order parameter for the graphs a• or new constructions. 

The material in this chapter has been publi•hed in R.ef.(23) and my thesis advisor Prof. 

M.D. Halpern is the co-author of this paper. This work was a close collaboration with 

Professor Halpern, •ince there were a number of earlier papers in which we had learned 

to work together. I believe that I contributed approximately half the ideas in this paper, 

and more than half the computational results. In particular, I was solely responsible of the 

novelty numhcr of S..-ction 2.8. 

2.2 General Virasoro Construction on Affine g 

2.2.1 The Virasoro master equation 

The general affin<>-Virasoro construction is (15,17) 

'1'(1,) = L"6 :J.Jb :, [LI'"I,L("IJ =(no- n)L(m+nl + {2m(m1 - 1)6m+n,O (2.2.1) 

with symmetric normal ordering T.b = :J.Jb: = 11. (15) on the currents J. of affine g 

(2,3) 

(JJ'"l, J~"l) = if.6< J~m+nl + mG.b6m+n.o (2.2.2) 

where f.b c and Gab arc I"Cspcctively the structure constants and general 1\iiling metric of g. 

Analysis of the systl'm (2.2.1-2) results in the Virasoro master t")uation and central <:barge 

II 

( 

(15,17) 

L"6 = 2L"cGcdLdb- Lcdt</ foe"f,t/- Led/.,/ J41
1"L61• 

(2.2.3) 

c =2G.6L•6 

for the inverse inertia tensor L•6 = Lb. of the Virasoro operator (2.2.1). The construction 

is completely general since g is not necessarily compact or semi-simple. In particular, to 

obtain level :r:, = 2ki/.P1 of 91 in g = $191 with dual Coxeter number;.,= Qd!/11, take 

a.6 = $ikl'l~. foe 4/,./ =-ill/ Q,'l!6 (2.2.4) 

wbere '1!6 is a Killing metric or 91· The master equation has been identified in R.ef.(t6J as an 

Einstein-like system on the group manifold: The central charge of the general construction 

is c =dim g- 4R, where R is the curvature scalar. 

We remark on some general properties of the master equation which will Lie useful in 

the analysis below: 

I. The affine-Sugawara construction (3,5,9) Lg is 

L o6 - ____!j£__ 
g -$1 2k,+Q,' 

Cg = L x,dim_g, 
I Xi+ h1 

for arbitrary level of any g, and similarly for L,. when h C g. 

(2.2.5) 

2. K-conjugation covariance (3,5,10,15). When Lis a solution of the master equation on g, 

then so is the ((-conjugate pao-tncr L or L, 

£•6 = L:6 _ L"6, c= ell- c (2.2.6) 

while the corresponding constructions 1'( L) and 1'( L) form a commuting pair or Virasoro 

operators. 

3. Affin<>-Virasoro nests (18). Repeated embedding by ((-conjugation produces the affine-

12 
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Virasoro nests. For example, the nests on 9 :> /a' :> h are 

Lh or L~ 

Lh'- (Lh or L~) 

L6 - Lh' + (l.h or L~) 

(h or h*) 

h' /(Ia or Ia*) 

9/la' /(Ia or h*) 

(2.2.7) 

where Lh is the aflinc-Sugawara construction on Ia and L~ is any new construction h* on 

h. According to eq.(2.2.6), the central charges of these nests are (ch or cf), ch'- (ch or cfl 

and c6 - Ch• + (ch or cf) respectively. The special case of alline-Sugawara nests is realiu..J 

by restriction to affine-Sugawara constructions at the bottom of the nests. Irreducible 

constructions (18) are reviewed in &'Clion 2.2.2. 

4. CA>unting. The master equation (2.2.3) is a system of dim g{dim g+ I )/2 coupled quadratic 

equations on an equal number or unknowns L"b = Lba, so that a very large number (18) 

N(g) = 2"(•1, n(g) = dimg(dim9- 1)/2 (2.2.8) 

or li<>lutions is expected generically on arbitrary level or affine 9. after gauge fixing (2:.!) the 

inner automorphism• or g. As in general relativity, new solutions or the master "'luation have 

generally b.,en ol>tained with hierardai<"i or consistent ansalze and subansalze (18,20,22), 

bt>ginning with the basic ansatz on simply-Ja,-ed g (18). 

5. Ra.lial anti angular variables. Unitarily on positive integer level of compact affine 9 

re<Juires (10,18) 

L"b =real (2.2.9) 

in any Cartesian basis, so all unitary solutions are naturally include<! in the eigenbasis (2:.!) 

1.·b = L: n•<n"" .xc (2.2.10) 

with .\0 = real the radial variables aJad 11 E SO( diu a g) the angular variables. This eigenl•asis 

is COnVenient for JcveJ X of simple COlli pact 9 With 

Gab = H.b, X = 'J.k/1/•2 (2.:.!.11) 

13 

since the master equation lakes the form 

"' "l .\.(I - 2k.\.) = L... .\,(2.\.- .\d)/a/4 
cd 

0 = L .\c(.\a + .\b- .\d)jcd4jcdb, a< b 
cd 

i.bc = /.·b·c'l1"'"11b'bl1c'c 

c=2kL.\• 

with all 11 dependence in the SO(dimg)-twisted structure constants j.bc of g. 

(2.2.12a) 

(2.2.12b) 

(2.2.12c) 

(2.2.12d) 

6. lligh-level expansion. A high--level (semi-classical) expansion of the system {2.2.12) was 

developed in Ref.[22), whicla is capable in principle of seeing all high-A: smooth (O(A:- 1)) 

solutions of the master equation on any manifold. The results at leading order are (22) 

Lab- I L"b I "'.n•c .nbc ,(o) - k (0) = k "7- "(O)"(O)-'c > c~eo = L:o. 

_\(
0

) = ~ 8. = 0 or I, a= 1, ... ,dimg • 2' 

0 = L8c(8. + 8b- 8d)j!:}.j~, a< b 
cd 

j~~ = '·'b'c'11(~il1t~11(o) 

(2.2.13a) 

(2.2.13b) 

(2.2.13c) 

(2.2.13<1) 

so that, in particular, all high-A: smooth constructions approach integer central charges eo 

at high level. Values or the high-A: twist 11(o) are determined by the quantization condition 

(2.2.13c) (or higher-order analogues) for each choice {8.} of the radial variables. The high-

level expansion was applied to see all the high-A: smooth solutions on SU(3) in the basic 

ansatz, and the expansion also provided structural clues which were sufficient to obtain the 

exact form of all the high-A: smooth unitary irrational constructions SU(3):ASIC in the 

aJJ~atz (22,21). 

14 



The high-level expansion was simple for SU(J)BASIC because the angular variable in 

this case (22) 

(lob= cA:(~) :) ' ( cos~ -sin~) 
flAB(~)= 

sin~ cos~ 
(2.2.14) 

is a single angle of rotation ~on the Carlan subalgebra, so that the quantization condition 

(2.2.13c) is a one dimensional problem. More generally, the quantization condition {2.2.13c) 

on the angular variables will be progressively more difficult to solve on larger groups. 

One hope for simplification of the master e<JUation and its high-level expansion is the 

existence of small consistent ansatze, such as the metric ansatz 

Lob= ~p .• + >.•)'lob (2.2.15) 

where 'lab is the Killing metric on compact g. The consistency of a metric ansatz is generally 

basis dependent, since the form (2.2.15) is not covariant. We restrict our discussion here to 

the case of Cartesian coordinates, where the metric ansalz becomes a diagonal ansalz 

Lob= >..6.b 

A.(l- 2H.) = LAc(2A.- Ad)/~ 
al 

/,.t fa~">• = 0, Vc,d 

c=2kL>.• 

(2.2.16a) 

(2.2.16b) 

(2.2.1&) 

(2.2.16d) 

whose consistency condition {2.2.16c) guarantees that the off-diagonal master equation 

(2.2.12b) is satisfied identically for fl•b = 6•b. The consistency condition means that any 

two generators of g commute to no more than a single generator, which is notlrue for SU(J) 

in, say, the Gell-1\lann basis. As we note in the following section, howevcr, the consistency 

condition is satisfic~l in the physicist's standard Cartesian basis for SO( u ). Metric ansatze 

on other manifolds will be discusscd in Chapter 3. 

15 
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2.2.2 The diagonal ansatz on SO(n) 

We label the Cartesian generators J;; of SO( n ~ 3) by the vector indices I !> i < j !> n, so 

that a= (i,j) =I, ... ,dirng = n(n- 1)/2. The Cartesian structure constants and Killing 

metric are 

r " - {;ii(6 6Jr6•J 6 6(r6•l 6 6(r6•l 6 6(r ••I) 
Jij;ll = v 2 jl i 1 - jl i 1r - il j 1 + u j "lr 

f/ij;kl = 6;,.6;,, {
2, 

T:; 1, 
n=3 

n~4 

(2.2.17a) 

(2.2.17b) 

where .pis the highest root of SO(n) and AlrB•I = ArB•- A•Br. The structure constants 

in this basis satisfy the consistency condition (2.2.1&) 1o the form 

foj;ll• foj;llauc~-ro = 0, 'I (i,j) and (k,l) (2.2.18) 

because (r,~) is uniquely determined for each fixed choice (i,j) and (k,l) when /;;;•[• is 

non vanishing. 

It follows that the diagonal ansatz on SO(n) 

SO(n)diag: L ij;U = ~6•6·1 - .p2 tK J. T(L) = ~2 L: L;; :(J;;)2
: 

•<J 
(2.2.19) 

is a consistent ansatz. The radial variables are>.;; = L;;/Y,2 , and the simplest form of the 

ansatz is obtained with the symmetrization convention 

"L;; :: L;;, i f: j ; L;; = 0. 

The master equation for SO(n)diag 

n n · 

L;;(l- xi-;;)- TL;; L (L.,+L;I) + T L L.,L,; = 0, j < j 
ljlij ljli,j 

c=x ELij 
i<j 

follows with eqs.(2.2.17) and (2.2.19-20) from the radial equation (2.2.16). 
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(2.2.20) 

(2.2.21) 
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The following properties of SO(n)diog will be useful below: 

I. Counting. The master equation (2.2.21) in the diagonal ansatz &hows dim SO(n) = (;) 

quadratic equations on an equal number of unknowns, 60 that 

N(SO(n)4; •• ) = 21;1 (2.2.22) 

60lutions are expected generically for any level of SO(n)diog· 

2. Unitarily. Unitary 60lutions on positive integer level of SO(n)diog are recognized when 

L;j =real (2.2.23) 

&ince the Carte.;ian currents satisfy J,~m)l = J,~-m). 

3. K-conjugation covariance. According to eq.(2.2.6), tl1e K-conjugate con&truction i 11 

i,, = L;1(SO(n)) _ L,,, c = zn(n- I )/2 
z+r(n-2' -c 

L;j(SO(n)) = __ I 
z+r(n-2) 

(2.2.24) 

is obtained when L;j is a construction in SO( n )diog· 

4. Subgroups, cosets and affine-Sugawara nests. The diagonal ansalz on SO(n) contains 

only those &ubgroups 

h(SO(n)diog) = SO(rn,) x SO(rnl) x ... x SO(mN) 

N 

L:rn;=n, 2:SN:Sn-1, m;2!:1 
i=l 

(2.2.25) 

whose generators are a subset of the generators J;j of SO(n), and not linear combinations 

of these generators. Any SO( I) factor in (2.2.25) is the trivial construction L(SO(I)) = 0. 

Moreover, each factor SO(m;) occurs in its own diagonal subansatz, SO(rn;)<~i••• 60 further 

subgroup nesting follows the same pattern • within each SO(m;). Note that any factor 

"For ~xampl~. 50(2n)/(SO(n) x SO(n))/SO(n)v, with SO(n)v th~ diagonal subgroup of SO(n) x SO(n), 
is exclude-d Lecause this net»l requires linea.r cumLinations or the generators J.,. 
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50(3) is embedd~..t at level n: = 2z in SO(n 2!: 4) .. , while SO(m; 2!: 4) is always a regular 

embedding. 

We define the fundamental affine-Sugawara nests Nn in SO(n)diog as those obtained 

by subgroup nesting with SO(n) at the top. Moreover, we will say that a fundamental nest 

Nn(d) has depth d when it contains d layers of subgroup nesting. The first three depths are 

d = 1: 

d = 2: 

d=3: 

SO(n) 

SO(n) 

h(SO(n).,, •• ) 

SO(n) 
SO(m,) SO( ) SO( ) K(c.n(rn

1
).,;.,) X ffi] X • , • X fflN 

SO(n) 

Lu~,c?lm1tl \ X u~~,c?lmt) \ X ... X SO(mN) 

SO(n) 
SO(m!l X SO(mf) X •.• X SO(m') 

li(SO(m 1 ),, •• ) h(SO(m, 4;.0 ) h(SO(mH .;.0 ) 

(2.2.26) 

and 60 on for deeper nests. The bottom of each nest is the collection of constructions at the 

bollom of all the nesting columns. The fundamental affine-Sugawara nests Nn(d) and their 

K-conjugate nests Nn(d) on SO(n) I form the set of all affine-Sugawara nests in SO(n)d;09, 

which are all known rational constructions in the ansatz. 

5. Affine-Virasoro nests (18). The more general fundamental affine-Virasoro nests on 9 are 

those constructed with 9 at the top, allowing general constructions on smaller manifolds at 

the bottom of each nest, including new constructions h*, h C g. Together, the fundamental 

afline-Virasoro nests and their J(-conjugate nests form the set of all affine- Virasoro nests, 

which contains all affine. Virasoro constructions on g. Examples of fundamental affine-

I The ){.conjugate nests of the fundamental a.ffine-.Sugawua nests in eq.(2.2.26) are obtained by removing 
SO(u) from tlae t..op of each construction. More generally, the K-amjuga.te neata N'n(d) on SO(n) uc 
products of fumla.ment.al affine--Sugawara nests on smaller manifolds. 
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Virasoro nests in SO( n )diog include 

SO(ra) SO(ra) 

SO(m < n)#' SO(m)# x SO(n- m)' 

and the fundamental affine-Sngawara nests in t.'q.(2.2.26). 

SO(ra) 
SO(m<n~ 

SO(p<m) 

(2.2.27) 

6. lrreducillle constructions [ 18). The reducillle constructions on g are the fundamental 

affine- Virasoro nests of depth d ~ 2 and their K-conjngales on g, all of which involve sub-

constructions on smaller manifolds. The in-educible cor<alruclions on g are therefore the 

affine-Sugawara construction on g and any new irreducible oonalruclions g# ,gfg# whid1 

contain no subconslruclions on smaller manifolds. Note that the new irreducible construe-

lions are such that both gtf. and gfg* are non-trivial irreducible constructions, whereas, the 

single Mold" irreducillle affine-Sugawara construction is K-conjugale to the trivial construe-

tion L = 0 on g. The maximal-symmetric constructions (18) 

S0(2nlt,. S0(2n)/S0(2n)t, (2.2.28) 

are examples of known irreducillle constructions which are also found in S0(2n )d;••· 

Irreducible constructions are important because affine- Virasoro space may be organi:tt.'<l 

as the sel of fundamental affine- Virasoro nests with irreducillle constructions al the bottom 

of each nest, plus the K-conjugales of these constructions. Moreover, since all irreducillle 

constructions nest identically into larger groups, the irreducible constructions provide a 

fundamental measure of old versus new constructions, which, loosely SJ>eaking, mods out 

by the affine- Virasoro nesting. 

1. SO(n) automorphism& and vector-index relabelling. After gauge-fixing the master equa-

tion (or its consi•tenl ansalze), there generally remains a discrete .et or residual level-

independent aulomorphisms (20,22) under which the master equation transforms covari-

antly. The resiolual automorphism& divide the solutions L into l'hysically equioolenl .els 

of solutions called automorphism cycles whose members have the same central charge and 

conformal weights. We ref.,r below to the automorphism class of any solution L as auto L. 

I !I 

'-

In the r.ase of SO(ra)di•g• any relabelling of the vector indices {i} of a,solution L;j is also 

a solution, and it is easily checked that the relabelling& are inner automorphic in SO(n). A 

solution L is said to have a symmetry when one or m·ore inner automorphisms act trivially 

on L. It follows that 

auto L = {non-trivial relabellings of vector indices in { L;j}} (2.2.29) 

and dim(auto L) :5 n!, the equality being attained when the solution has no symmetry. A 

repre5entalive of each automorphism cycle is obtained by choosing a particular labelling in 

each auloL. 

8. Conformal weights. The L••-broken conformal weights of the integrallle representation 

1~ are the eigenvalues oft:. = L••r.r. (13,18). The result 

T n 
6. =- L:Lt· 1 < i < n 

t 21c~i It - -

\ (2.2.30) 

is olllained for then conformal weights 6.; of the vector representation (T;j)IJ = i(6a6jJ-

6ji6;J)~ in SO(n)diog· 

2.2.3 High-level expansion and unitarity 

We discuss the high-level expansion (22) 

1 co 
L;j = - ~ L!Pl.,-p 

r L....J •J ' 
p:O 

co 

c = L:cpz-P 
p=O 

(2.2.31) 

of the master equation (2.2.21) in the diagonal ansatz. The zeroth order solution is 

LjJl = 9;j, 9;j = 0 or 1, 1 :5 i # j 5 n (2.2.32) 

and the moments of order p ~ 1 arc unamlliguously computed from the recursion relation 

{

p-I 

/Jvl =(I- 29 ·) ~ L!~l L!~-•l 
IJ IJ L..., IJ IJ 

q:l 
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n [p-1 ]} +T ". "(L!~l(dp-q-1) + L(p-o-1)) _ L(ol L(p-o-1)) 
L- L.- 'J ll ,, •' ,, 

11-i.J o=O 

Cp = "L(p) 
~ IJ • 
i<j 

The results 

8· L!'l 
L;; = :!l. + =r + O(:r-J), 

:r :r c = EB;; +! L Ll;• + O{:r-2) 
i<j z i<j 

L!;l = -T t(ti;J(tl,. + 11;1) +(I- 28,;)tl,.t11JJ 
11-ij 

are obtained through order p = 1. 

Important features of the high-level expansion in this case are: 

(2.2.33<1) 

(2.2.33b) 

(2.2.34) 

l. Each high-k smooth solution in SO(n)0;.8 may be unambiguously labelled by the 

values { tl;;} of its zeroth order radial variables, 

L;;( { tl;;}) .... {II;;} . (2.2.35) 

This distinguishes 21;1 high-k smooth constructions in SO(n)0;08 , in agreement with 

the generic counting in (2.2.22). SO( n )•••• may also contain sporadic solutions at 

particular levels, which are inaccessible to high-level analysis (see Appendix 2.8). 

2. The moments Llr1 are real to all orders, so that, according to eq.(2.2.23) each high

k smooth construction in SO(n)a;08 is "unitary to all orders". More precisely, the 

reality .or I.lr1 guarantees unitarily within the radius of convergence of the high-level 

expansion. Since there is no reason to suspect a zero radius of convergence (18,20-22], 

we conjecture that all the high-k smooth solutions in SO(n)a;08 are unitary down to 

some finite critical level. The conjecture is true for the exact new constructions in 

Section 2.7, whose Cl'itical levels, in accord with ners.(18,21,22], are quite low. 
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2:3 Graph Theory and SO(n)dlag 

2.3.1 Graph rules 

According to eq.(2.2.35), it is natural to represent each hlgh-k smooth construction L( {II;;}) 

in SO(n)0;08 by a labelled graph I G, 

each high-k smooth solution in SO(n)a;.8 .... each labelled graph Gn of order n 

L(Gn) .... Gn (2.3.1) 

whose set of points V(G) = {i} and (undirected) lines E(G) = {(ij)} is obtained by the 

graph rulea: 

SO(n) vector indices i .... points i in graph G 

tl;; = 1 .... line between points i and j in G. 

An immediate consequence is the high-level form 

T(L(G)) ~ ~1.2 L :(J;;)l : 
:r., (ij)EE(G) 

of the Virasoro operator of each high-k smooth construction L(G) in SO(n)••••· 

(2.3.2) 

(2.3.3) 

In our discussion of graph theory below, the qualifier "high-k smooth" is implicitly 

assumed when we refer to constructions in SO( n )••••· 

2.3.2 Affine-Virasoro constructions as graph functions 

Each affine-Virasoro construction L•h in SO(n)a;08 is computable in principle, throu~h the 

master equation, as a graph function L"b(G) on its graph G. As an example, we have 

computed the first two moments of the central charge c(G) 

G:J(G) = dimE(G) = ~ ~d;(G) (2.3.4a) 

1 A labelled gr&ph of order n is a collection of n labelled points (vertices) and a eel of undirected lines 
(edges) whida conned di:itind poinls such that no more than one line connecta any two points. The number 
2(;) of (hlgh-k smooth) eolutions in SO(ra)cti•• is equal to the number or labelled graphs or order n (30). 
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c 1(G) = T ( -~ ~d,(G)(d,(G)- I)+ 613) S 0 (2.3.4b) 

for any graph G, using eqs.(2.2.31) and (2.2.34). llere d;(G) is the degree i of point i in G, 

and IJ is the number of triangles in G. The inequality in (2.3.4b) follows from the general 

result that the asymptotic value t'<J of the central charge is approached from below (22). 

Similarly, the high-level L•b(G)-broken conformal weights of the vector representation 

(0) 
A;( G)= TA; (G)+ O(;r-l), 

;r 
Alo)(G) = d;(G) . 2 • 1 = l, ... ,n (2.3.:i) 

are identified with (2.2.30) as proportional to the degrees of G. 

The leading terms of the inverse inertia tensor are . I z-• + z-1T( -(d;(G) + dj(G)- 2) + l(i,j)) + O(;r-3
), G has a line (ij) 

L;;(G) = 
0- .,-1 TI(i,j) + O{;t-3 ), G has no line (ij) 

(2.3.6) 

where l(i,j) is the number of points I -j. i,j in G which are connected to both of the points 

i and j. More generally, the exact result 

L;j(G) = 0 when G bas no path of any length from i to j (2.3.7) 

is obtained to all orders from the recursion relation (2.2.3Ja). 

The result (2.3. 7) implies a physical characterization of the disconnected graphs: A 

graph is connected if each distinct pair of points is connected by some path of lines, and 

disconnected otherwise. Examples are given in Fig. I. Each disconnected graph is the 

union G 1 U Gl U ... U GN (see Fig. I) of some set of connected graphs {G,}. It follows 

from the result (2.3. 7) that the disconnected graphs are reducible constructions (see Section 

2.2.2) with commuting Virasoro operators T(L(G;)). 

IThe degree d,(G) = 1:.,., 8,, of point i is the numkr of linea attached to the point (30). 
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2.3.3 Automorphism& and isomorphisms 

The automorphism cycles of SO(n)di•• are easily understood in graph theory. Two graphs 

are isomorphic when they differ by a relabelling of their points. The particular relabellings 

of a graph G which preserve the same set of lines {9;; = 1} form a group autoG of 

(graph)automorphisms (or trivial isomorphisms) of ·the graph. Physically, autoG is the 

symmetry group of the graph G. It follows from our discussion in Section 2.2.2 that 

SO(n) automorpbisms =graph isomorphisms (2.3.8a) 

auto L( G) = {non-trivial isomorphisms of G) (2.3.8b) 

1 representative of auto L(G) +-+ 1 unlabelled graph G (2.3.8c) 

and, more physically, that 

eacll physically distinct affine-Virasoro construction in SO(n)dia• 

+-+ each unlabelled graph of order n. (2.3.9) 

This one-to-one correspondence describes an immense structure in SO(n)di••• which is itself 

much smaller than the space of all solutions on SO(n). 

It also follows from (2.3.8b) that the dimension of the SO(n) automorphism cycle of a 
' . 

construction L(G .. ) in SO(n)diag is equal to the number of non-trivial isomorphisms of G .. , 

so that 

n! 
dim(autoL(G,.)) = S(G,.) (2.3.10) 

where S( G) ::dim( auto G) is the symmetry factor 1 of the graph. The related, but somewhat 

more technical conclusion 

symmetry group of L(G) ~ autoG (2.3.11) 

1The Lasic compooilion law for symmelry factors is S(Ga U G,) = (S(Ga)S(G>) where ( = 2 when 
Ga = G'l and ( = 1 otherwise. 
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will be established i1; Section 2.6. 

We employ only unlabelled graphs below, unless stated otherwise, as representatives of 

the physically distinct conformal field theories. 

2.3.4 Affine-Sugawara nested graphs 

In Ibis section, we identify the graphs of the affine-Sugawara nests in SO(n)diog· 

I. Affine-Sugawara graphs. Tbese are the graphs of order n ~ I with all possible lines 

/( n = complete graph on n points 
(2.3.12) 

= affine-Sugawara construction on SO(n) 

shown for 1 ::=; n ::=; 6 in Fig. 2. The affinc-Sugawara graphs are the most symmetric 

connected graphs, with autoKn = S.,, dim(autoK.,) = n! and dim(autoL(K.,))=l. The 

composition law for affine-Sugawara graphs 

G(SO(u)) = K .. , G(SO(m) x SO(n)) = Km UK., (2.3.13) 

will be useful below. 

2. K-conjugate graphs. The high-level form of K-conjugation in SO(n)d,og 

- (") 6;; _... 6;; = I- 6;;, "<>--+ CO= 
2 

- "<> (2.3.14) 

is obtained from (2.2.24). For each graph G., of order 11, the map (2.3.14) defines a K· 

conjugate graph • G., on SO( 11) 

(;.,: V(G.,) = V(G.,), E(G.,) = E(K.,)- E(G.,) (2.3.15) 

which represents the !(-conjugate theory 

L(G.,) = L(G.,) = L(/1-.,)- L(G.,) (2.3.16) 

•Ttu~ 1\-coujugale graph G or a graph G ie c&IIN (; = Q, the complemt:nl or G, in the li~ralure of graph 
tl1eory. 
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of the theory L(G.,). The degrees of G., satisfy d;(G.,) = n- 1- d;(G.,). 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the K-conjugate graph G., is obtained on the points of Gn 

by removing the lines of G., from the affine-Sugawara graph K n· It follows that k n is 

the totally disconnected graph of order n, such that L(l( n) = i( K .. ) = 0 is the trivial 

construction on SO(n), and /(1 = K 1 is the trivial graph. It is also clear that 

autoG = autoG 

dim( auto L( G)) = dim( auto L( G)) 

since K-conjugation is a I-I map. 

3. Subgroup and fundamental coset graphs. The subgroup graphs in SO(n)diog 

G(h(SO(n)diog)) =Km, UK..., U ... U KmH 

N 

Em;=n, 2:SN:5n-1, m;~1 
i=l 

(2.3.17) 

(2.3.18) 

are obtaint.'<l from h(SO(n)d,og) in (2.2.25) with the composition law (2.3.13). The subgrou1• 

graphs are disconnected graphs of order n because of the range restrictions on {m;}. 

The fundamental coset graphs of the fundamental coset constructions SO( n )/ h( SO( 11 )d;09) 

are obtain~ by !{-conjugation of the subgroup graphs in (2.3.18). A useful identity is 

G,ucl = G, + G1 (2.3.19) 

where the join G 1 + G1 of two graphs is defined by connecting everY point in G 1 to every 

point in Gl. It follows that the fundan1ental coset graphs of SO(n)diog are the connected 

graphs 

G(SO(n)/h(SO(n)diog)) = G(h(SO(n)d;09)) = Km, + Km, + ... + KmH· (2.3.20) 

In graph theory, the complete N-paotite graphs are obtained in this way as the join of N ~ 2 

totally disconnected graphs. It follows that the affinc-Sugawara graphs K., are the complete 
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N -partite graphs of order n = N, aud that 

fundamental coset graphs in 50( n )doo~ 
(2.3.21) 

= complete N -partite graphs of order n > N . 

Fig. 4 contains a repre$entation of general complete bipa.-tite(2-partite) and J-partite 

graphs. In th.,.., representations, each circle, called a lacuna of the graph, contains one 

of the totally disconnected graphs Km; in (2.3.20). The lines of the graphs connect all 

points in distinct lacunae. 

4. Affine-Sugawara nested graphs. The fundamental affine-Sugawara nested graphs G(N.(d)) 

of depth d are the graphs of the fundamental affine-Sugawara nests Nn(d). The affine

Sugawara graphs in Fig. 2 and the fundan1ental coset graphs in Fig. 4 are the fundamental 

affine-Sugawara nested graphs of depth I and 2 respectively. 

Physically, the fundamental coset graphs in Fig. 4 are formed by remoool (e) of 

subgroup graphs from the complete affine-Sugawara graph. More generally, the fundamental 

nested graphs at depth dare formed by removal of fundamental nested graphs of depth d- I 

on smaller manifolds from the affine-Sugawara graph: 

G(nest of depth d) = G ( Sugawara ) 
nest of depth d - 1 

(2.3.22) 

= G(Sugawara) e G(nest of depth d- I). 

Alternately, we may think of the nested graphs at depth d as formed by insertion ( ee) of 

fundamental nested graphs of depth d- 2 into the fundamental coset graphs 

. ( Su11;awara ) 
subgrou1•s 

G(nest of depth d) = G nest of depth d- 2 

= G(cOS<>ts) e eG(nest of depth d- 2) 

since the nest of de11th d - 2 is itself removed from the subgroups. 
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(2.3.23) 

A precise definition of this recursive structure is 

fundamental affine-Sugawara nested graphs of depth d ~ 3 

= fundamental coset graphs with insertion of depth d- 2 

I 
graphs built by insertion of at least one fundamental affine

Sugawara nested graph of depth d- 2, and any number 

of affine-Sugawara nested graphs of depth ~ d - 2, 

in the lacunae of complete N-partite graphs. 

(2.3.24) 

Insertion of a nested graph in a lacuna of the same order is not allowed. Fig. Sa shows 

two fundamental affine-Sugawa.-a nested graphs of depth 3, obtained from the coset graphs 

of Fig. 4 by insertion of depth one affine-Sugawara graphs in their lacunae. Fig. 5b is 

a fundamental nested graph of depth 4, obtained from a coset graph by inserting another 

depth 2 coset graph in one of its lacunae 1. The graphical form of the recursive definition 

(2.3.24) is given in Fig. 5c. 

The last form of the definition (2.3.24) aud the schematic representation of the funda

mental affine-Sugawara nested graphs in Figs. 4 and 5 are designed to exhibit the N -partite 

structure of the nests, since we will see below that the N =2 nests play a special role. The 

complementary representation in Fig. 6 shows the nested graphs as an alternating sub-

traction (open areas) or addition (shaded areas) of the lines of affine-Sugawara graphs. 

The bottom of each nest is the set of innermost open and shaded areas. For example, the 

bottom of the depth-two nest consists of two open areas, which records that two smaller 

affine-Sugawara graphs have been removed. The open spaces of this representation are not 

the lacunae of complete N-partite graphs, however, since the spaces do not contain all the 

1Aigebraically, the first rour neot depths ohow the alternating pattern: G(N'.(l)) = K., G(N'.(2)) = 
(+KJ, G(N'.(J)) = (+ u 1\) and G(N'.(4)) = {+ u +K), where the order or the K'a and K'o may vary 
from J ton- J. More generally, t.he d- d+ I operations K- +k (dodd) and k- Ul( (d even) generate 
the algebraic form of the fun,lament.aJ nests al azbilrary depth. 
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points of the graphs. 

The fundamental affine-Sugawara nested graphs G(N.(d)) are always connected graphs 

of order n, while the 1\·conjugate nested graphs G(N.(d)) are always disconnected I graphs 

of order n .. Together, they form the set of affim-Sugawaru nested grophs, which contains 

all known rational constructions in SO(n)Ji••· 

2-3.5 Affine-Virasoro nested graphs 

The more general fundamental affine-Virasoro nested gra1•hs are the graphs of the funda-

mental affine- Virasoro nests, defined in Section 2.2.2. These graphs retain the subgroup 

nesting structure in Fig. 6 of the fundamental affine-Sugawara nested graphs, now allowing 

general graphs at the bottom of the nest. Together, the fundamental affine-Virasoro nested 

graphs and their K-conjugate graphs form the set of all affine- Virusoro nested grophs, which 

includes all graphs. 

2.3.6 Irreducible graphs 

A graph G is called (ir)•-educible if L(G) is an (ir)reducil>le construction in SO(n)Ji•• (see 

&.'Ction 2.2.2). (lr)reducihle graphs are characterized as follows. 

Disconnected graphs are always the unions of graphs on smaller manifolds, so it follows 

from our discussion in Section 2.2.2 that disconnected gra1•hs are always reducible graphs, 

and hence that irreducible graphs are always connected. We also know from Section 2.2.2 

that a) the affine-Sugawara graph is the only irreducible affine-Sugawara nested graph on 

eada manifold and h) the new irn?ducible gmphs G are those for which both G and G are 

irreducible, and hence connected. 

'The !(-conjugate graa•hs G{N.(d)l = G(N.(d)) ol lhe fundamental alline-Sug&wan nested gr•a•h• 
G(.N'n(d)) an unions or f111uJa.m~ntaJ a.ffine-Sugawua nested graphs or low~r ord~r. 
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This establishes the characterization 

G is a new irreducible graph iff G and G 
(2.3.25) 

are both non· trivial connected graphs 

since K 1 is the only irreducible graph on 50(1). The daaracterization (2.3.25) is • useful 

tool in the identification of new constructions below. Fig. 7 displays a more complete map 

of irreducible and reducible graphs in graph space. 

Irreducible graphs are important because graph space may be organized as the set of 

fundamental affine- Virasoro nested graphs with irreducible graphs at the bottom of each 

nest, plus the K-conjugates of these graphs (see Section 2.2.2). The unique decomposition 

of a graph into irreducible components is discu~ in Appendix 2.C. 

2.3.7 Counting old and new constructions 

We consider the following basic numbers 

g,. = number of all graphs of order n 

C. = number of connected graphs of order n (2.3.26) 

G(AS) = { number of connected (fundamental) 
" - affine-Sugawara nested graphs of order n. 

The first two numbers are known in graph theory (29), and the recursion relation 

G(AS). = 2C(AS).-a + ~ "n-l (p(i) + C(AS)i -1) L..J p( ·) , c(AS)· - l 
{ (i)) ;., I • -

p p(i) .. O 

n-l 

{p(i);:: 0} are the partitions of n = L ip(i) (2.3.27) 
i==2 

is derived in Appendix 2.A. Other numbers of interest§ 

D. = number of disconnected graphs of order n 

'The counec.::tcd (Cunda.menlaJ) affine-Sugawara nested graphs G(Afn(d)) are in I-I correspondence with 
the disconnected affim ...... Sugawara nested graphs t'(N'n(d)) by 1{-conjugalion (see Section 2.3 .. 4) .. 
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=g,.-C,. 

g( AS),. = number of affine-Sugawara nest<.'<! graphs of order n 

= 2C(AS),. (2.3.28) 

D( AS),. = number of disconnected affine-Sugawara nesied graphs of order n 

= C(AS),. 

C! = number of new connected constructions of order n 

= C,. -C(AS),. 

are expressed in terms of the basic numbers (2.3.26). The values of g,., C,., C(AS),. and 

C~ are given for I $ n $ 10 in Tahle I. 

The results of Table I show a dramatic dominance of connected new constructions 

over connected known constructions as n increases. Similar behavior is observed for g! = 
g,.- g(AS),. and g(AS),. when disconnected graphs are includL'<I. The asymptotic results, 

C,.- g,. = O(e"'(lnl)/1), SO(n> I) (2.3.29a) 

C(AS),. = g(AS),./2 S O(elnbol), SO(n >I) (2.3.29b) 

are a quantitative statement of the dominance of new over old constructions in SO(n)dio•· 

The asymptotic bound (2.3.29b) on the number of fundamental affine-Sugawara nests in 

SO(ra)diog is obtained in Appendix 2.A. The corresponding characterization 

the generic graph in SO( n > I )diog is a new connected construction (2.3.30) 

follows immediately from (2.3.29). 

'his known in graph theory that the generic lasge-onJer gra.J)h ls conna::ted, a.nd the uymptotic estimate 
C,. -..g .. in (2.3.29a) is given in ltd.[29]; The expon~ntiaJ order of g,. is the exponential order of the numkr 

"2«;) of solutions in SV(u)4 ... ,, since a utA, L(G) is con•l,inat..uic an<t he11ee factorial. 
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A fundamental measure of new and old constructions is provided by the irreducible 

graphs, whose definition, I006ely speaking, mods out by the affine-Virasoro nesting (see 

Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.6). These graphs are counted as follows. At order n, define ir,., 

ir(AS),. and ir~ as the total number of irreducible graphs and the number of old and new 

irreducible graphs respectively. Then we know that 

ir(AS),. = 1, ir,. = ir~ t 1 (2.3.31) 

since the affine-Sugawara graph K,. is the only irreducible affine-Sugawara nested graph on 

SO(n). It follows from Fig. 7 that 

ir,. = C,.- C(red)n (2.3.32a) 

C(red),. = D,.- 1 = g,.- C,.- 1 (2.3.32b) 

where C( red),. is the number of connected reducible graphs in SO( n )Jiog· The last form in 

(2.3.32b) follows with ·D,. = g,.- C,.. The result for new irreducible graphs 0 

ir~ = 2C,.- g,. (2.3.33) 

is then obtained from eqs.(2.3.31) and (2.3.32). 

Numerical values of ir,., ir(AS),. and ir~ are given for 1 :$ n :$ to in Table 2, which 

shows that the dominance of new over old constructions in SO( n )diog is even more dramatic 

after rnoding out the nests. The asymptotic behavior of the irreducible graphs 

. # . ., tr,. - tr,.- C,.- g,. = O(e" lnl)/2) (2.3.34) 

is obtained from eqs.(2.3.29a) and (2.3.33), and, finally, the characterization 

the generic graph in SO( n > 1 )diog is a new irreducible construction (2.3.35) 

foliows from this behavior. 

lc,. ~ D" is a COUSCt'JUtnce of lhe resull (2.3.33), since the number of new irreducible graphs is non
negative. 
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2.4 Application to SO(n ~ 6)dlag 

Table three lists the unlabelled graphs of order 6, which are the physically dbtinct construc

tions in 50(6)0;00. The table can be used £or SO(n < 6) as well, since the constructions 

with m trivial subgraphs appear first, without the trivial suhgraJ>hs, as constructions in 

S0(6- m)0;00 . The £allowing data are given: 

I. The graphs G or the high-level sector numbers 0 $Co= dim E(G) $ 7. 

2. The automoq>hism group autoG or each graph, e.g. zl X s3 ror S0(6)/S0(5)/S0(2) 

in sector 6. 

3. The dimension or the S0(6) automorphism cycle dim( auto L(G)), computed £rom 

eq.(2.3.10). 

4. The con£ormal field-theoretic name or each construction. The alline-Sugawara nested 

graphs are identified £rom their N-partite characterization in Section 2.3.4. Figs. Sa 

and 8b show examples or the translation £rom the symmetrically-drawn graphs or 

the table to the N-partite £orms. The remaining new constructions are assigned an 

SO( n )# name which also indicates the size o£ the subansatz in which the construction 

is found (see Section 2.6). 

5. The L•b(G)-broken con£ormal weights 2:z:~;(G) ~ 2~Jo) = d;(G) or the vector repre--

scntation at high level. 

6. The !(-conjugate graph G or each G. These graphs fill the remaining high-level sec

tors 8 $ Co = dim E(G) = 15- eo $ 15, with au toG =autoG, dim( auto L(G)) 

=dim( aula /,(G)) aud 2A!
0

) = d;(G) = 5- d,(G). 

In agreement with Table I, Table 3 shows YG = 156 distinct constructions in S0(6)J;.9 , 

of which g. = I, 2, 4, II and 31 constructions appear first in SO(n)Jiag• n= 1,2,3,4 anti 5. 
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The remaining numbers of Table I may also be verified for n = 1, ... ,6 from Table 3, and, 

in particular, there are 90 new constructions in S0(6)diag• of which 79 are connected. 

The new irreducible constructions on SO(n) are easily recognized by their name, 

SO(n)# or SO(n)/SO(n)*, so that e.g. S0(4)*(d,4) X S0(2) in sector 4 is reducible 

on S0(6) while S0(4)*(d,4) in sector 3 is irreducible on S0(4). 

In agreement with Table 2, Table 3 identifies 9 new irreducible constructions in SO( 4)0;09 

and S0(5)diag . 
Co= 3: S0(4)*(d,4) 

Co= 5: S0(5)*(d,2) i eo= 5: S0(5)*(d,6]J 
(2.4.1) 

Co= 4: S0(5)*(d,6], i eo= 6: S0(5)/ S0(5)*(d, 6)2 

Co= 4,5: S0(5)*(d, 7)..2 i Co= 6,5: S0(5)/S0(5)*(d, 7Ji.2· 

The first five constructions or this list are obtained exactly in Section 2.7. Among the 68 

new irreducible constructions in 50(6)0 ;00 , the maximal-symmetric constructions (18) 

eo= 6: S0(6)~ = S0(6)*(d,3) 
(2.4.2) 

eo= 9: S0(6}/S0(6)~ = S0(6)/S0(6)*(d,3) 

were identified £rom the high-level behavior or the known solutions. The exact forms or the 

next most symmetric constructions 

eo= 6: S0(6)*(d,4) eo= 9: S0(6)/S0(6)*(d,4) (2.4.3) 

are also obtained in Section 2.7. 

•n.e first tbree irreducible constructiona in the list (2.4.1) are exam plea of &elf-K-conjugate constructions 
(see Section 2.5.5). 
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2.5 The Graphs G~ of SO(n):lag 

2.5.1 Identity graphs 

Intuitively, new constructions are less symmetric than old constructions, which are excep-

tiona! points with special inertia tensors, commuting currents and so on. Graph theory 

provides a more quantitative statement of this expectation. 

The affine-Sugawara graphs K n and their K-conjugate graphs k n are the most sym

metric graphs, with symmetry factors S(Kn) = S(Kn) = n!. In fact, the affine-Sugawara 

nested graphs always have at least a zl oymmetry, 80 that their symmetry factors satisfy 

S(G(Nn(d))) = S(G(Nn(d))) ~ 2 {2.5.1) 

This argument goes as follows: By repeated application of autoG=autoG and S(G1 U 

Gl ... U GN) ~ 0~ 1 S(G;), the oymmetry factor of any affine-Sugawara nest is greater 

than or equal to the product of symmetry factors of the subgroups at the bottom of the 

nest, as illustrated in fig. 10. It follows that, among the affiue-Sugawara nests, the chain 

nest SO(n)/SO(n- I )/SO(n- 2)/ ... S0(3)/S0(2) with S = S(G(S0(2))) = 2 has the 

smallest possible symmetry factor. 

In contrast, the uleutil11 gmph8 I are completely asymmetric with S( I)= dim(auto /)=I, 

and they are ubiquitous since the generic large-order graph is an identity graph (29). It 

follows that 

the generic new construction in SO( n > I ):.,
8 

is an identity graph (2.5.2a) 

the generic large-order identity graph is a new construction (2.5.2b) 

since the generic large-order graph is also a new construction (see Section 2.3.7). It also. 

follows that constructions with a symmetry are exceptional cases, including those new 

constructions with S ~ 2. 
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We have already encountered the first 8 non-trivial identity graphs, collected in Fig. 

9, which are identified in Table 3 as new constructions in S0(6)!.
8

• Moreover, the charac-

tcrization 

all identity graphs are new constructions (2.5.3) 

follows because the affine-Sugawara nested graphs always have a symmetry. 

2.6.2 Connected incomplete bipartite graphs 

Connected incomplete bipartite graphs are complete bipartite graphs with one or more lines 

removed such that the incomplete graph remains connected. Two examples of these graphs 

are given in Fig. lla. The K-conjugate graph (;of a connected incomplete bipartite graph 

G is formed by connecting two affine-Sugawara graphs with one or more lines. It follows . 
from the characterization {2.3.25) that 

connected incomplete bipartite graphs are new irreducible constructions {2.5.4) 

since G and G are botb connected in this case. 

Physically, the connected incomplete bipartite graphs are the broken N=2 coset grophs 

obtained by removing lines from the graphs of the fundamental N=2 cosets SO( n)/(SO(p) x 

SO(n- p)). The example in Fig. lib is identified in Table 3 as a new construction in 

S0(6)d;ag• 

An equivalent statement of the result (2.5.4), 

connected incomplete graphs with x(G) = 2 are new irreducible constructions (2.5.5) 

is obtained in terms of the chmmalic number I x( G) of a graph, since a graph is bipartite 

I A coloring of a graph G ia an assignment of a color to every point in G. The chromatic number ~(G) is 
the •mallesl number or colonl ouch that no lwo pointa or the same color are conned<!<! by .. line (30). 
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iff x(G) = 2. As examples, the cycle and path graphs 

C1n = cycle of length 2n, n ~ 3 
(2.5.6) 

Pn = path of length n - I, 11 ~ 4 

are new irreducible constructions, as illustrated with the colors r and w in Fig. 12. The 

cycle C6 and the paths P4, Ps and P6 are identified as new irreducible constructions in Table 

3. 

2.5.3 Broken N=2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs 

In this section, we introduce the broken N =2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs, which gener-

alize the broken N =2 coset graphs and which may provide a process which generates all 

new irreducible graphs from the graphs of the old constructions. 

We define the broken N=t affine-Sugawaro nested graphs as the connected graphs, 

shown in Figs. 11 and 13, which are obtained by removing lacunae-connecting lines from 

the fundamental N=2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs. The K-conjugate graph G of any 

broken N =2 nest G is also connected since at least one lacunae-connecting line has been 

removed from G. It follows from the characterization (2.3.25) that I 

broken N =2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs are new irreducible constructions. (2.5. 7) 

An example of this result is given in Fig. I 3b, which is identified as a new construction in 

Table 3. 

We have also compiled a list of all broken N =2 affine-Sugawara nests of order n $ 6 .. 

I Broken affine-SugawiU'a nested graphs an not. alway• new conatructione when N ~ 3. For example, 
breaking all tl1e lines t~tween two lacunae of a complete tripartite graph (~t construction) gives a com pie~ 
biparlile' graph (coset construction). 
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Comparison of this list with the data of Table 3 supports the complementary conjecture, 

I 

conjecttlre 1: At order n, the set of broken N=2 affine-Sugawara nested 

graphs contains all new irreducible constructions in the lower (2.5.8) 

half I :5 Co :5 [~ (~)] of the high-level sectors of SO(n)diag-

An implication of this conjecture is that all new irreducible conatructiona in the upper half 

of the high-level sectors can be obtained by K-conjugation of the broken nests. 

2.5.4 An edge theorem for SO(n):188 

It has been observed empirically for the new constructions (1.13a,b) that (22) 

rankg <Co< dimg- rankg 
(2.5.9) 

when gf# is a new irreducible construction on compact g 

where eo is the high-level central charge of gf#. The inequalities (2.5.9) are true in SO(n)!og 

as well, since they follow with eo=dim E from the (stronger) edge theorem 

SO(n)!og: n- 1 :5 dim E(G!(irr)) $ ~(n- 1)(n- 2) (2.5.10) 

where G!(irr) Is any new Irreducible graph of order n. The proof of the edge theorem 

is as follows: We know from (2.3.25) that O!(irr) and G~(irr) are both connected, and, 

moreover, that at least n - I lines are necessary to connect n points. It follows that 

eo=dim E(G~(irr)) and eo=dim E(G~(irr)) are both greater than or equal ton- 1. The 

edge theorem (2.5.10) follows since eo+ Co= n(n- 1)/2 on SO(n). 

2.5.5 Self-K-conjugate constructions 

An unlabelled graph G is self-K-conjugale (or self-complementary (29)) when G = G. At 

the level of labelled graphs, G and G are isomorphic, and the corresponding constructions 

L(G) and L(G) = i(G) are SO(n) automorphi.!ally equivalent, so that c = c = cg/2 for 
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selr-K-conjugate constructions. It follows that a) self-K-conjugate constructions exist only 

on SO( 411) and SO( 411 + I), since Co = Co =dim g/2 requires that dim g is even, and b) the 

half-Sugawam amtml charyes 

S0(4n): c = zn(4n- 1) 
z+ 4n- 2 

zn(4n +I) 
c= 

z + 4n -1 

(2.5.11) 
S0(4n + 1): 

are determined for self-1{-conjugate constructions before obtaining the exact solutions. 

The first six selr-1<-conjugate constructions are given in Fig. 14, and the first three of 

these were encountered as new irreducible constructions in S0(4l!ag and S0(5)!
49

• More 

generally, the numbers,. of self-K-conjugate constructions in SO(n)!ag 

n 4 5 8 9 12 13 16 17 

s,. 2 10 36 720 5600 703, 760 11' 220, 000 
(2.5.12) 

and the asymptotic behavior or -'n 

22n~-'2n 

-'4n = ----;:;r-(1 + O(n2/24
")) 

22n3 -n 

-'4n+l = ---;;r--(1 + O(n2f24
")) 

(2.5.13) 

are known in graph theory (29]. 

Although all the self-1{-conjugate constructions on a given manifold have the same 

central charge, each construction is physically distinct (not SO(n) automorphically equiv

alent to any other), with distinct conformal weights, since each construction is a distinct 

unlabelled graph. Distinct high-level conformal weights on each manifold is easily verified 

for the graphs of Fig. 14, and is recorded explicitly in Table 3 for the two self-K-conjugate 

graphs on S0(5). 

The exact form of the first three self-1{-conjugate constructions is obtained in Section 

2.7. The constructions are generically unitary with generically irrational conformal weights, 

both of which are expected for g<meric self-K-conjugate constructions. In this circumstance, 
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it is possible to imagine that all the selr-K-conjugate solutions in a given SO(n)diog are 

connected by a continuons c-fixed quadratic deformation which is a solution of the full 

master equation on SO(n). 

Except in special cases, we have been unable to construct the half-Sugawara central 

charges (2.5.11) by affine-Sugawara nesting on any compact g. These central charges, and 

the values c =13/10, 20/11 and 31/11 reported on SU(3) (21,22], should be investigated 

carefully since t~e question of new rational central charges is conceptually important. 

2.5.6 Cartesian product graphs 

Cartesian product graphs (30] may be defined analytically with our original variables { 9;;, 9;; = 

0}, where 9;;=1 is a line from point ito point j. When {9;,;1 = 1} and {9;2;. =I} are the 

lines of two graphs G,., and G,.2 , then the Cartesian product graph G,.,,.2 = G,., X·Gn2 is 

defined on the product points (i1, i2) or lir.h), with lines 

~···•·l;[i,,hl = 9;,;,6;,;. + 9;,;.6;,;, . (2.5.14) 

This operation is a direct construction of the high-level Inertia tensor Ll~1 = 9;; of the 

product graph in terms of the high-level inertia tensors of the component graphs. Pictorially, 

G = G1 X G2 is constructed as shown in Fig. 15: Replace each point in (say) G2 by copies 

Gj, G~, . .. of the graph G 1, and each line in G2 by a set of lines which connect only copied 

points i', i", ... In the copies of G1. Since the order n1n2 of a product graph G .. , ... is 

multiplicative, it is clear that these graphs are a relatively small subset of all graphs. 

It is our intuition that 

conjecture 2: Cartesian product graphs are new constructions 
(2.5.15) 

(except K2 x K2 and K1 x G) 

since the product operation is foreign to the affine-Sugawara nesting operations. It suffices 

to verify conjecture 2 for products G 1 x G2 of two graphs, and in fact only for products of 
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two connected graphs since the identity 

(G1 uG1 ) x G3 = (G1 x GJ)u(G1 x G3 ) (2.5.16) 

implies that products of disconnected graphs ase new when the products of their connected 

components are new. 

With the du•racterization (2.3.25) we have checked that conjecture 2 is true for the 

product graphs through order 8. The conjecture is also true for the maximal-symmetric 

construction ( 18) 

G(S0(2n)/S0(2n)t1) = K1 X Kn (2.5.17) 

whose graphs, given in Fig. 16, were identified from the high-level behavior of the known 

solutions. More generally, the theorem 

(connected bipartite graph) x (connected bipartite graph) 

= new irreducible construction (except K 1 x K 1) (2.5.18) 

is estahlished pictorially as follows. When G1 and G1 are connected graphs with chromatic 

number two, then x(G1 xG1)=2 as well since the two-colorsd1emeof G 1 can be consistently 

reversed for nearest neighhor copies of G 1 (see Fig. 15). These X= 2 product graphs are 

connected and, except for K 1 x K 1. they are incomplete, so (2.5.18) follows from the theorem 

in (2.5.5). K1 x K1 is the complete bipartite graph 50(4)/(50(2))1. An example of this 

theorem is the set of n-cubes Q" E Qn-l x K1, Q 1 E K 1 for n ;:: 3, shown for n = 3 in Fig. 

17. 

2.6 Graph Symmetry and Consistent Subansiitze 

In this section, we discuss the hiemrchy of amsistenl subansiitze in SO( 11 )diago which may be 

determined in principle by studying the symmetry groups auto Gn of the graphs of order n. 
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The subansli.tze provide the names of the new constructions (see Table 3) and the strategy 

for exact solutions in the following section. 

As a first step, we study the symmetry of the exact solution L(G). Recall from Section 

2.3.3 that the lines {B;j = 1} ofG satisfy 

B,j = s.1,1•1il (2.6.1) 

when 1r EautoG is a relabelling in the symmetry group of G. The result (2.6.1) is a 

high-level symmetry of the construction L(G), expressed aa a relation among the high-level 

components of Its inertia tensor L~JI = Bij· In fact, the high-level symmetry (2.6.1) persists 

to all orders In the high-level expansion, so that the same symmetry 

L;j(G) = L•lil•lii(G), V 1r E autoG 

is obtained for the exact solution L(G). To see this, one needs the iterative lemma 

Ljr1(G) = L~~l•lii(G) when L(q<p)(G) - L(q<p) (G) 
ij - •(i)•(j) . 

(2.6.2) 

(2.6.3) 

which is not difficult to check from the recursion relation (2.2.33a). The statement previewed 

in Section 2.3.:1 

symmetry group of L(G) =symmetry group of G = autoG (2.6.4) 

follows immediately from the result (2.6.2). 

The exact symmetry of L( G) in (2.6.2) determines the smallest consistent subansatz in 

which the construction is found. As an exercise, we will determine the smallest subansatze 

of all the new irreducible constructions in S0(5)!.g' whose graphs (up to K-conjugation) 

are given in Fig. 18: The two graphs of Fig. 18a have autoG=Z1, the non-trivial element 

being a simultaneous 1 .... 2 and 3 .... 4 interd1ange. It follows from (2.6.2) that both graphs 

occur first in the six-parameter consistent 50(5) subansatz 

S0(5)(d,6]: Ln, L3-1, L13 = L24, L14 = L13, L15 = L15, L35 = L45· (2.6.5) 
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The two graphs of Fig. 18b occur first in the seven· parameter consistent subansatz 

S0(5)(d, 7): Lll, L34 , L45 , L:», L13 = L13 , L1• = L~•· Lu = L~, (2.6.6) 

because autoG=Z2 with non·trivial element •=(12). Finally, the self·K·conjugate graph of 

Fig. 18c occurs first in the two-parameter consistent subansatz 

S0(5)(d, 2): Lll = L13 = LH = L:» = L••• L34 = L1• = Lu = L15 = L15 (2.6.7) 

with autoG=D5 in this case. The hierard1y of subansatze (2.6.5· 7) is complete for S0(5l!a, 

since ead1 subansatz is J{.conjugation covariant. 

Note also that S0(5)(d, 2) C S0(5)(d,6), so the solutions of S0(5)(d,2) will appear as a 

factorization sector (18,20,22) of higher symmetry in the larger subansatz S0(5)(d,6). More 

generally, these fadorizations are best studied in sum and dilference variables, since, ac-

cording to (2.6.2), the appearance of any smaller subansatz is characterized by the vanishing 

of a set of difference variables L;j - Lo(i)•bl· 

We are now in a position to define our labelling sd1eme for new constructions, which 

was employed explicitly in Table 3. The general subansatz in SO(n)diag is named 

SO( n )(d, s) (2.6.8) 

where d denotes the diagonal ansatz and .s is the size of the subansatz. For example, Table 

3 records that all new irreducible constructions in S0(6)!
4

, are contained in consistent 

subansatze of size 

S0(6lt,: .s=3,4,5,6,7,7',8,9,9',11 and 15 (2.6.9) 

where s=15 is S0(6)diag itself. Distinct subansatze of the same size are distinguished by 

primes. The new irreducible solutions are named in their smallest suba.nsatz and numbered 

according to 

SO(n)*(d,s);, i = 1,2, ... (2.6.10) 
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when they fall in the lower half of the high-level sectors of the subansatz. This is a 

complete labelling of solutions in SO(n)!41 , since the higher sectors are completed by 

SO( n)/ SO( n )*(d, .s);. 

An obvious strategy for new exact solutions is to begin with the smaller subansatze, 

which contain the graphs of higher symmetry. This is a program which we begin in the 

following section, but which we cannot finish without further insight: The graphs of lower 

symmetry occur in larger subansatze; and, in particular, the ubiquitous totally-asymmetric 

identity graphs occur in no subansatz smaller than SO(n)diag itself. 

2.7 Exact Solutions in SO(n):lag 

2.7.1 S0(2n)~ = S0(2n)*(d,3) and S0(2n)*(d,4) 

The graphs of the maximal-symmetric construction on S0(2n) (18), shown in Fig. 16, 

are the most symmetric new irreducible graphs in SO(n)diag· The maximal-symmetric 

construction has autoG = ~ x S,. when n ?: 3 (and Z1 x D4 at n=2) and appears first in 

the three-parameter subansatz 

I 
L;j = Ln+i,n+j = L11., 1 ~ i < j ~ n 

S0(2n)M = S0(2n)(d,3) • Li,n+i = L0 , 1 ~ i ~ n 

Li,n+j = L,. 1 ~ I "1- 1 ~ n 

(2.7.1) 

which is the maximal-symmetric subansatz (18) in Cartesian coordinates 1. The identifica-

tion 

S0(2n)f, = S0(2n)*(d,3] (2.7.2) 

follows for the maximal-symmetric construction in the present taxonomy. 

The next most symmetric new irreducible graphs in S0(2n )d;41, shown in Fig. 19, have 

'The Caslan-Wcyl basis of Ref.( IS) ia A= L,j(2n- 2) and L~t = (L, :r L•)/2. 
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auloG = S .. , n 2: 2. The&e constructions appear fin;t in the four-parameter suLansatz 

{ 

Lii = L,., Ln+i,n+i = Lj., 

S0(2n)[d, 4) L . _ L 1 < i < n; Li,n+i = L,, 
i,n+•- ct - -

l~i<j~n 

l~i#j~n 
(2.7.3) 

which contains the maximal-symmetric suLansatz (2. 7.1) when L,. = Lj.. In sum and 

difference variables Lt = Lc ± Lc. Lt = L,. ± Lj., the explicit form of S0(2n)(d,4) is 

L;(l - (:t + n- 2)Lt + (n- 2)L;- nLt) = 0 

Lt(2- (z + 2n- 2)Lt + 2(n- 2)L;)- (:t- 2)(L;)2
- 2(n- 2)L; Lt = 0 

Lj;'(l - nLt + (n- 2)L;- (:t + n- 2)Lt) = 0 

Lt(2- (:t + n- 2)Lt + 2(n- 2)L; - 2nLt) + (n- 4)(L;)1 

+n(Lt)1
- 2(n- 2)L; Lt- (z + n- 2)(Lj;')1 = 0 

c = :t
2
11
(nLt- (n- 2)L; + (n- l)Lt) 

(2.7.4a) 

(2.7.4b) 

(2.7.4c) 

(2.7.4d) 

(2.7.4e) 

which shows the maximal-symmetric subansatz as the factorization sector L;: =0 in (2. 7 .4c). 

The subansatz (2.7.4) contains 12 known solutions and the following four new solutions 

I 
Lt = I.t = (I +'l(n-2)R) 

z + 2n- 2 
(2.7.5a) 

_ _ Jz + n- 6 
Lc = 'IR, L11 = 'laR 

ztn-2 
(2.7.5b) 

c= nx (2n-1-fj(n-2)(:t-I)R) 
2(zt2n-2) 

(2.7.5c) 

R = (z1 + 2(n- 2)x + n1 - 8n t 8)-t/l (2.7.5d) 

which are labelled by 'I= ±I, a= ±I. The values of 'I correspond to K-conjugation and the 

Values of a ;ue S0(2n) automorphically equivalent. For either value of a, these solutions 

are identified as 

S0(2n)"(•i,4): 'I= +I ("<> = n(n + 1)/2) 
(2.7.6) 

S0(2u)/S0(2n)*(•i,4): 'I= -I (C<> = 3u(n- 1)/2) 
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by matching the high-level form of the central charge in (2.7.5c) to the number of lines in 

the graphs of Fig. 19. This family of solutions includes the self-K-conjugate construction, 

S0(4)"(d, 4) and the K-conjugate pair of constructions S0(6)"(d, 4) and S0(6)/S0(6)#[d, 4), 

all of which appear in Table 3. 

For z E N, these constructions are unitary down to very low level, as expected: A 

complete list of nonunitary points is :t = 1,2,3 for 50(4), z = 1,2 for 50(6) and x =I 

for 50(8) and SO(IO). The constructions are generically irrational, with rational subcon

structions only for n = 2 and levels I and 2 of any n B. 

A special point is the level 3 construction S0(6)f(d, 4) which is identical to the maximal

symmetric construction (S0(6)f)At at this level. This phenomenon is an isolated equiva

lence • or accidental crossing of solutions at particular finite levels, since the graphs of the 

constructions are distinct. The value c(S0(6)f[d,4J) = c((S0(6)f).w) ~ 2.9597 is also the 

lowest unitary irrational central charge in this family of constructions. 

2.7.2 The subansatz S0(2n + l)(d,6] 

The most symmetric new irreducible graphs in S0(2n + I )diago n 2: 2 are the four graph 

families shown in Fig. 20. All these constructions reside in the six-parameter subansatz 

l 
L;j = L,., L,.+i,n+i = L/., 1 ~ i < j ~ n 

S0(2n + 1)(d,6) Li,n+i = Lc, 1 ~ i ~ n; Li,n+j = Lc. 1 ~ i '# j ~ n 

Li,ln+t = Lro L,.+i,ln+t = L~, 1 ~ i ~ n 

(2.7.7) 

'The oelf-K-amjugate construction S0(4)•[d,4), whooe graph i. lhe firat in Fig. 19, baa the expected 
cenlral doo.rge b/(s + 2) of SU(2) and irrational conformal weighta. Despite' the ooincidence of central 
charg<S, tltis conolruclion is not a point in the quadratic deformation (SU(2) x SU(2))• (18). S0(4)•[d,4) 
ohould be compued to pointa in known linear deformations of SU(2), (12). 

IThe central charges at levels I and 2 are half integer (~ 3/2) and integer, with irrational oonformal 
weights, ao these levela should be compved t.o particular points of known deformations. 

•Some of these equivalencc:a ace well known. For example, the Sugawara construction S0(2n)a at level I 
is equivalent to the construction on the maximal torus of S0(2n), although the graphs of these constructions 
asc dUt.inct. The equivalence phenomenon al:10 occura in irrational conahuctione at rational points which 
a.-e affiue-Sugawara nests. 
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with auto G = 5n when n ~ 3 I. The form of S0(2n + ll(d, 6) in sum and difference variables 

is 

L;(l- (z + n- 2)L: + (n- 2)L;- nLt- L:) = 0 

L:(2- (z + 2n- 2)L: + 2(n- 2)L;- 2L:J- (z- 2)(L;)1 

-2(n- 2)L; Lt- (L;.")1 + (L:J1 = 0 

Lj;"(l- nL: + (n- 2)L;- (z + n- 2)Lt- 1.:) + L;."(L:- Ltl = 0 

Lt(2- (z + n- 2JI.t + 2(n- 2)L;- 2raL: - 2L:) + (n- 4)(L;)1 

+n(L:)1 - 2(n- 2)L; L:- (z + n- 2)(1.j;")1 + (L:)1 + (L;_-)1 - 2Li; L;." = 0 

L;."(l- nL: + (n- 2)L;- (z + n -I)L:J = 0 

L:(2- (z + 2n- 1)1.:)- (z- I)(L;)1 = 0 

zn 
c = 2(nL"[- (n- 2)L; + (n- I )Lt + 2L:) (2.7.8) 

where L!', L: are defined in the previous section and L~ = Lr ± L~. This subansatz 

contains S0(2n)(d,4) when L; = L"t = 0, and it also contains the subansatz S0(5)[d,2) 

when Lt=I."t=L:, Li;=L-;=-L; at n=2. 

The exact constructions in Sections 2.7.3-5 are solutions of the system (2.7.8). Before 

the details, here is an overview of the situation. 

S0(2n + 1 )(d, 6) contains 48 solutions which are known or were obtained in the previous 

section, and 64 solutions generically. The generic count of 16 new solutions is accurate 

except atlevel2, where the only new solutions, given in Appendix 2.B, are the new quadratic 

deformations 50(2n + I ):(tl, 6) with c = n. 

'The fir-.1 column of Fia. 20 shows lhallhe case of S0(5) is specio.l: The araphs allhe Lollom of lhe firal 
two araph families are the self~l<·conjugatc constructions on SO(S), while the third a.ud fourth gra.ph fa.milirJS 
coincide at order 5. Moreover, the ~ntagon graph SO(s)•(d,2) haa tile higlu:r symmetry autoG=D~, and 
occurs lirsl in S0(5l(d. 2). 
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Among the 16 new solutions for z f. 2, we will obtain the following 8 solutions across 

all n 

50(5)*(d,6)t and 50(5)*(d, 2) (4 copies each) (2.7.9a) 

# 50(2n +I) . 
50(2n +I) (d,6h,1 and 50(2n + l)#(d, 6)t.l (n ~ 3, 2 copies each). (2.7.9b) 

These constructions are the first two graph families in Fig. 20. We obtain the remaining 8 

solutions only for n = 2 

"I I 50(5) . ) S0(5) d,61 and 50(
5

)#(d,
6
)l (4 coptes each . (2.7.10) 

which are the lowest graphs of the third and fourth graph family in Fig. 20. 

2.7.3 The self-K-conjugate constructions on S0(5) 

The 8 solutions in eq.(2.7.9a) are the self-K-conjugate constructions 

I L"[ = Lt = L: = -
1
-, 

z+3 
50(5)*(d,6)t 

L-- aL-- ....!!!_L-- ___ '1 
c - r - z; - 2 h - V<li'( z=-==RI )cr( z=+~3)' 

zf.2 

(2.7.11a) 

I L"[ = Lt = L: = - 1
-, 

z+3 

50(5)*(d,2) L-; = aL;: =-aLi;= " .~, . _,, 

zf.2 

(2.7.11b) 

where a= ±1 are 50(5) automorphically equivalent and '1 = ±1 is K-conjugation, which 

is also an S0(5) automorphism in these cases. Both constructions have the half-Sugawara 

central charge 

5z 
c= --, z f. 2 

z+3 

which is draracteristic of self-1{-conjugate constructions (see Section 2.5.5). 

(2.7.12) 

The self-1{-conjugate constructions are unitary for integer z ~ 3. The conformal 

weights oft he vector representation are irrational for 50(5)*(d, 6) and rational for 50(5)*(d, 2), 

but irrational conformal weights must be expected for higher representations in both cases. 
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2.7.4 S0(2n + I)*(d,6)1.2. n 2::3 

The 8 solutions in eq.(2.7.9b) I 

I 
L+=L+=L+= (l+'l(n-2)S) 

c " r % + 2n- I 

_ · _ (I - <(z + n- 3))S _ 
Lc ='IS. L,. = -,a 

2 
, L, = ,aS 

z+n-
nz 

c = 2(z+ 211 -l)(2n +I- 'l(n- 2)(z- 2)S) 

S = (z~ + 2(n- l)z + n~- 6n + 5)-•1~. z f. 2 

{2.7.13) 

are distinguished by 'I = ±I, a = ±I and < = ±1. The values of 'I correspond to K-

conjugation, the values of a ace S0(2n + I) automorphically equivalent, and the values of 

< label physically distinct solutions with the same central d>arge but different conformal 

weights. 

For n ~ 3, and either value of a, these solutions are identified as 

S0(2n + l)'(d,6).: <='I= +I (Cil = n(n + 3)/2) 

S0(2n + I)/ S0(2n + I )*(d, 6). : < = -'I= +I (Cil = n(3n- I )/2) 
(2.7.14) 

S0(2n + l)*(d,6)l: < = -'1 =-I (Cil = n(n + 3)/2) 

S0(2n +I )/S0(2n + l)'(d,6]l: < = 'I= -I (Cil = n(3n- 1)/2). 

In this case, the identification requires matching LlJ1(G) = 9;j for the appropriate graphs 

against the high level form of the solutions (2.7.13). 

These constructions are unitary for all positive intt.>ger level (except z = 2). They are 

also generically irrational, with rational subc.onstructions only at level I S. The value 

) 9 ( _I_) ~ 3.8011 c((S0(7)~)[•1, 6J..~ =w 7 -Ji7- (2.7.15) 

ITbe aelf·K-conjugate constructions on S0(5) ue induded in the solutions (2.7.13) when n = 2. The 
identificati<>n ia S0(5)110 (d,6)o wloen <=I and S0(5)110[J,2) when<= -I. 

111J.e centra.l charges at levrl one Me baU integrr (~ l/2) A.lld integer, with iru.tiou&l conformal wcight.s, 
110 Lbcy should be compared to pulicula.r points of known defonnations. 
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is the lowest unitary irrational central charge in this family. 

2.7.5 S0(5)'(d,6)2 

The 8 solutions on S0(5) in eq.(2.7.10) 

1 Lt =--(I+ 2'1(z + I)Q), 
z+3 

1 Lt = --
3
(1- 'I(Z + 2)(z- 1)Q) 

r+ 

I -,aQ..p L+ = --(1- 4'1Q) L- = -- (z2 + 2)(z2- 4z- 2) 
r z+3 ' c z-1 

-L- -'lfQ ,j 
Lj; = 7 = z(z _ I) z(r- 4)(z2 + 4) 

c = -"'-(5- 'l(z- l)(z- 2)Q) 
z+3 

/ r-1 
Q = V z 5 - r 4 - 8z3- 4z2- 32r- 16' rf-2 

(2.7.16) 

are distinguished by 'I= ±I, a= ±1 and<= ±1, where 'I is K-conjugation, and a,< label 

S0(5) automorphically equivalent solutions. Dy comparison of graphs and solutions, the 

identification 

S0(5)11(d,6]l: '1=1 (Cil = 4) 
(2. 7.17) 

S0(5)/S0(5)11(d,6h: 'I= -I (Ci! = 6) 

is established for each fixed choice of a and <. 

These constructions are unitary and irrational for all integer r ~ 5. The value 

c ((S0(5)f)[d,6h) = 2: (1- 5~) ~ 2.6963 (2.7.18) 

is the lowest unitary central charge of the family, and this value is also the lowest unitary 

central charge yet observed on non-simply-laced g. 

2.8 The novelty number 11 

We have constructed a graph function 11(G) which we call the novelty number of G because 

it appears to distinguish between the graphs G(AS) of the known rational constructions 
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and the graphs c• of the new constructions, 

conjecture 3: v(G(A5)) = 0, v(G") >0. (2.8.1) 

The novelty number is 

II=·-~ L:d,(G){2d;(G)-l) t9t3-4td61~ -121~ + Ld;(G)dJ(G)-2 L d;(G) (2.8.2) 
• (ij) (ijl) 

where 

t3 = number of triangles in G, t4 = number of square& in G 

t~ = number of squares with one diagonal in G (2.8.3) 

1: =number of K 4 -subgraphs in G 

and the sums in {2.8.2) are over the lines (ij) of G and the points (ijk) of eac.h triangle in 

G. 

It is sufficient to verify conjecture 3 on connected graphs, since the novelty ,number is 

additive v(G1 U G2 ) = v(G1 ) + v(G2 ) on disconnected graphs. The conjecture has been 

verified for 

1. the graphs in the first len sectors of Table 3, 

2. the affine-Sugawara construction K n and the graphs K P + K n-p of the fundamental 

coset constructions 50(n)/(50(p) x SO(n- p)), 

3. the cycle graphs C1n with 

v(C.) = 0; v(C2,.) = 2n, n 2: 3 (2.8.4) 

where C4 is the graph of 50(4)/(50(2) X 50(2)), 

4. the path graphs Pn with 

v(Pl) = 0; v(Pn) = n- 3, n 2:3 (2.8.5) 

where P1 and P3 are the graphs of 50(2) and 50(3)/50(2), 
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5. the exact constructions of Ref.(l8) and Section 2. 7 with 

v(S0(2n)/S0(2n)t,) = n(n -l)(n-2) 

v(50(2n)*(d,4)) = n(n- 1)/2 

v(50(5)"(d, 2)) = 5 

v(S0(5)"(d,6)1) = 1 

v(S0(2n + l)"(d,6)1) = 5n(n- 1)/2, n 2: 3 

v(S0(2nt l)*(d,6}l) = n(n -1)/2, n 2:3 

v(S0(5)"(d,6]l) = 2 

(2.8.6) 

In cases 3, 4 and 5, we emphasize that the novelty number vanishes precisely for those low 

n members of the graph family which are affine-Sugawara nested graphs. 

Appendix 2.A: Counting affine-Sugawara nested graphs 

We first obtain the recursion relation (2.3.27) for C(AS) .. , the number of connected (fun

damental) affine-Sugawara nested graphs. The basic idea is to start from the relation 

C(AS) .. = D(AS) .. (2.A.l) 

and express the number of disconnected graphs in terms of C(AS)m<n· It is convenient to 

divide the disconnected graphs into two types I and II, 

D(AS) .. = D1(AS) .. t D11(AS) .. (2.A.2a) 

D (AS) = {number of disconnected affine-Sugawara nested graphs 
1 

" of order n with at least one trivial subgraph 
(2.A.2b) 

D ( S) = {number of disconnected affine-Sugawara nested graphs (
2 

A ) 
II A " - f ·' . h . 'al b h . .2c o oruer n wal no trava su grap s 
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which are counted separately below'· 

I. The disconnected graphs of type I have the form I> aU (general affine-Sugawara nested 

graph of order n - I), so that 

D,(AS),. = 2C(AS),._, (2.A.3) 

follows with eq.(2.A.I). 

II. The disconnected. graphs of type II may be written as 

( 5~(2)) JO{l) x ( S~(3)) p(l) X ...... X (SO(~- 2)) p(n-l) 

(2.A.4) 
n-l 

E ip(i) = n, p(i) ~ 0 
i=2 

where the vertical dots indicate arbitrary nesting in each product group SO( i). We 

emphasize that each of the p(i) factors (SO(i)/ ... ) in the superfactor (SO(i)/ ... )p{i) 

is identical in unlabelled graJ>h theory. 

To count these graphs, we first establish that 

c( AS)!p(i)) = (p( i) + c( AS); - 1) 
p(i) 

(2.A.5) 

is the number of distinct affine-Sugawara nests in each superfactor (SO(i)/ ... )JO(il, 

where C( AS); is the number of fundamental affine-Sugawara nests in each identical 

factor SO(i). To understand (2.A.5), consider first the example of (S0(3))3• There 

are two fundamental nests S0(3) and S0(3)/ S0(2) in each identical S0(3). The 

'Exampleaoftype I on 50(6) are 50(5) M 50(1) = 50(5) a~od 50(5)/(50(4)x50(1)) = 50(5)/50(4), 
while 50(2) x 50(4) is type II becauae it uaes all oix pointa. 
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distinct nests in ( S0(3))3 are 

S0(3) I ~ l 
---- I ---

S0(3) X 50(3) X S0(3) = ••• 
50(3) x S0(3) x ~m (2.A.6) 

= •• 
50(3) X SO(~ X STI SO( SOl = • I •• 
~mx~mx~m = I ••• 

where the right-band side phrases the example as the placement of p( i) = 3 identical 

objects • In C(AS); = 2 boxes. The result is C(AS)!31 = e+~- 1 ) = 4 distinct nests 

in the superfactor (50(3))3. 

More generally, C(AS)!p(i)) is computable as the number of ways to place p( i) identical 

objects in C(AS); boxes, which is also the number of ways to partition p(i) identical 

objects with C(AS);- I walls (the dotted line in eq.(2.A.6)). Equivalently, the result 

(2.A.Ii) is the number of ways to place p(i) identical objects on a total number p(i) + 

C(AS);- I of available sites = objects plus walls. 

The total number of nests at fixed {p( i)} is a product over the nests of each superfactor, 

and the result for type II nests 

Du(AS),. = E n (p(i)+ C(~S); -I) 
(p(i)) ;~, p(a) 

P<•)fiO 

(2.A.7) 

is obtained by summing over all partitions {p(i)}. 

Having computed D,(AS),. and Du(AS),. in terms of C(AS)m<n• the recursion rela

tion-for C(AS),., given in eq.(2.3.27) of the text, follows with eqs.(2.A.l), (2.A.2), (2.A.3) 

and (2.A.7). 
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We remark in passing that the same argument on the set of all disconnectL'<i graphs 

gives the following relation 

C .. = g .. - Dn =g.- (DI,n + Du,n) 

=g.-g .. -·- 2:: 'fi (p(i)+~;-t) 
(p(i)} ••> p( I) 

"''""' 

(2.A.8) 

whid1 may be used to compute Cn from Cm<n and g.. C .. is computed from g .. by a 

different route in Ref.(29). 

We finally establish an upper bound on C(AS). as follows. Any disconnected graph of 

order n=odd may be decomposed as 

(connected graph of order 1 :5 i :5 ( n - I )/2) U (graph of order n - i) (2.A.9a) 

for one or more values of i. Similarly, any disconnected graph of even order may be decom-

posed either as 

(connected graph of order I :5 i ~ ( n - 2)/2) U (graph of order n - i) (2.A.9b) 

for one or more values of i, or as 

(connected graph of order n/2) U (connected graph of order n/2). (2.A.9c) 

Then, the upper bound on all disconnected graphs 

{ 
1::!:11111 

C;g .. _; 

Dn :5 (n-l)/l 1 
Li=l C;g .. _, + (C .. /l) 

n =odd 
(2.A.IO) 

n =even 

follows because the decompositions (2.A.9) are not unique. 

The bound (2.A.l0) may be restricted to alline-Sugawara nested graphs, so that the 

simple upper bound 

n-1 
C(AS)n = D(AS)., :5 L C(AS);C(AS)n-i (2.A.II) 

i:::::J 
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is obtained with D( AS)n = C( AS) .. , g( AS)n-i = 2C( AS)n-i and symmetry about i = n/2. 

The right·hand side of (2.A.ll) is an upper bound on the right-hand aide of the recursion 

relation (2.3.27) for C(AS) .. , so the solution C(AS)~) of the simple recursion relation 

n-1 
C(AS)~max) = L C(AS)!,.....1C(AS)~~~. C(AS)~max) =I (2.A.12) 

•=• 
satisfies C( AS) .. :5 C( AS)~ max). The solution of (2.A.12) is 

C(AS)~maxl = 1 (2") 
2(2n-1) 11 • 

1 (2") C(AS)n :5 2(2n- 1) n (2.A.13) 

which implies the asymptotic bound in eq.(2.3.29b) of the text_ 

Appendix 2.8: The deformations S0(2n + l)f[d,6], n ~ 2 

The only new solutions at level 2 of S0(2n + I )(d, 6) are the two-parameter quadratic 

deformations whicl• we call S0(2n + l)r(d,6), 

1 Lt = -(1- (n + 1)Ll + (n- 2)L;), Lt = Ll 
fl 

L; = ,R, Li; = !![-R + EV1- 4(L;;-)1 ) 
n 

(2.8.1) 

R:: VL't(2- (2n + 1)Lt) 

c= n. 

The deformations are labelled by E = ±1, 'I = ±1 and arbitrary values of the deformar 

lion parameters L't and L-;- The values of E label two distinct deformations within the 

construction. The unitary range of the deformation parameters 

2 
0 :5 Lt :5 2n + 1 ' 

_! < L- <! 
2- c - 2 (2.8.2) 

defines a rectangle in parameter space. At fixed E, the construction Is closed under K-

conjugation on S0(2n + I) 

-~~ + - # ( 2 + -) L~ (L,, L.) = L_~ 2,. + I - L., -L. (2.8.3) 
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which shows that K-conjugation in this case is 'I- -'I plus a reflection about the center 

of the unitary rectangle. 

The conformal weights of S0(2n + I ):(d, 6) are continuous functions of the defonna

tion parameters, and we have checked that the construction is not equivalent to any known 

quadratic defonnation. The physical content of the construction should, as usual, be com

pared to known linear deformations (12). 

Appendix 2.C: Decomposition of a graph into irreducible graphs 

In Sections 2.3.5 we noted that the set of all graphs is equal to the set of affine-Virasoro 

nested graphs. This set consists of the fundamental affine-Virasoro nested graphs and 

their 1{-conjugates. Moreover, the decomposition of a given graph as an affim.~Virasoro 

nested graph with irreducible graphs at the bottom of each nest, is unique. As pointed 

out in Section 2.3.6, this provides a reorganization of graph theory. In this appendix we 

will describe a procedure for finding the nesting structure of a given graph as well as its 

irreducible graphs at the bottom. 

The procedure for a given graph G is as follows 

If G is connected go to step 2a; If G is disconnected go to 'step 2b 

2a If G = Kn, the complete graph for some n then stop; otherwise compute the K

conjugate graph G. If G is connected then G (and G) is irreducible and stop; If G is 

disconnected repeal step 2a for each connected component of G. 

2b Go to step 2a for each connected component of G. 

By following through the steps described above, one can actually unravel the nesting struc

ture of any graph, and ultimately find the irreducible graphs that are the "basic building 

blocks" of the graph. More precisely, in this way every graph can be written as a unions 

and/or joins of irreducible graphs. 
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Chapter 3 

Magic Bases, Metric Ansatze and 

Generalized Graph Theories 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we generalize the graph-theory ansatz SO(n)diag to a family of metric 

ansatze 

9meCric: Lab= ~(.Xa +~)'lab (3.1.1) 

which includes SO( n )diag as a special case with diagonal Killing metric 'lab in the Cartesian 

basis of SO(n). More generally, the metric ansatze are associated to a class of "magic" 

bases in which any two generators of Lie g commute to no more than a single generator. 

When a magic basis is real on compact g, the corresponding ansatz 9melric is a large system 

of unitary, generically irrational conformal field theories, whose structure is visible in the 

high-level expansion. 

Moreover, each magic basis of g defines a generalized graph theory on g which, as 

in SO(n)diag• labels the level-families of 9meeric· The graph isomorphisms of the general

ized graphs are pennutations in Aulg, just as the isomorphisms of graph theory live in 

Aut SO(n)- so that isomorphically-cquivalent generalized graphs are physically-equivalent 

level-families of conformal field theories in 9me&ric· 
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We focus in this chapter on the only other known example of a magic basis, beyond 

the Cartesian basis of SO(n), which gives SO(n)d;•• (see Chapter 2), namely the Pauli-like 

basis of Sll(ra) (31), which gives the ansatz 

Sll(n)mdnc: the metric ansatz on Sll(ra) (3.1.2) 

Decause the magic basi& is real, the set of conformal field theories in the an&atz is generically 

unitary. Moreover, high-level analysis shows that this set is alliO generically irrational. In 

particular, the high-level expansion of Sll(n)m.cric shows a new phenomenon: Due to the 

trigonometric structure constants of the Pauli-like basis, irrational central charge is clearly 

visible at finite order of the expansion. 

~e also obtain a number of exact unitary irrational constructions in Sll(n)m.cric 

Sll( 4)'(m, 7)..1 {3.1.Ja) 

Sll(5)1 (m, 2) (3.1.3b) 

and, in particular,the construction in (3.1.3b) shows irrational central charge at finite order 

of the high-level expansion. FUrther exact constructions 

Sll(3)1 (m, 2) (3.1.4a) 

SU(4l*(rn, 7h.• (3.1.4b) 

have rational central d1arge but generically irrational conformal weights, and (3.1.4a) is ,in 

fact a self 1{-conjugate construction (see St.>ct. 2.5.5) on SU(3). 

Moreover, we discuss in some detail the "sine-area graphs" of SU(n), with graph iso-

morphisms E Aut Slf(n), which label the conformal field theories of SU(n)onrtr;c. Finally, 

we show that given a magic basis of gone can define, in similar fashion, a generalized graph 

theory on g, whose generalized graphs label the conformal field theories of the corresponding 

ansatz 9metrlc· 
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3.2 Magic Bases 

We define a magic basis of Lie g as a basis in which the metric is an involutive automorphism& 

of g 

'lo• = '1... lobe = rk (3.2.la) 

and where the structure constants of g satisfy 

Ia~." Ia~.• = (/a~.")16_., Vab,c,d (3.2.lb) 

so that two generators of g commute to no more than a single other generator. A useful 

identity that follows from {2.2.4) and {3.2.lb) Is 

.p-:~L:Ua~.">3 = ia,. (3.2.2) 
od 

A subset of magic bases is the set of real magic basis which satisfy the stronger conditions 

'lo• = real, invertible, lob • = real 

T! = L'lobTb 

• 
la~."la~.6 = (/a~.")16_., Va,b,c,d 

(3.2.3b) 

(3.2.3b) 

(3.2.3c) 

where T. is a matrix representation of g and dagger is matrix adjoint. The conditions (3.2.3) 

are sufficient to guarantee those in (3.2.1 ). 

Known examples of real magic bases include the physicist's standard basis choice for 

SO(n), given in eq.(2.2.17), a.nd the Pauli-like basis of SU(n) whid1 will be given in Section 

3.5. 

3.3 Metric Ansatze 

For any magic basis of g, the metric ansatz (2.2.15) • for the inverse inertia tensor 

L•• = ~;'I•• ; (L.- Lb)'l•• = 0 (3.3.la) 

•The two rorms (2.2.15) and (3.3.1a) are equivalent, although (3.3.1a) is prderred ror computations. 
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T = ~ L t. • .,•b :J.Jb : 
t/J ab 

(3.3.1b) 

is a consistent ansatz of the master equation, where the linear wnstraints in (3.3.1a) require 

L. = Lb when 'lob # 0, maintaining the symmetry of L••. We will refer to this class of 

ansatze as 

{9mdric} = {SO(n)diogo SU(n)mdrico · • ·}. 

The reduced master equation in the ansatz (3.3.1) 

Lo(l- xL.) = LLc(2L.- Ld)(fcd")1 /t/J1 

cd 

(L.- Lb)'l"b = 0 

c= xL:L. 

(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3a) 

(3.3.3b) 

(3.3.3c) 

follows from the master equation (2.2.3), using eqs.(3.2.1) and (3.3.1 ). Consistency of the 

quadratic equations (3.3.3a) with the constraints (3.3.31>) is trivially verified for SO( n )diag 

since the metric is diagonal. More generally, consistency follows from the identity 

L Lc(2Lo - Ld)(/cd0 )1 '1o~ = L Lc(2L~- Ld)Ucl)1 'lob (3.3.4) 
cd cd 

which may be derived from (3.2.1) and (3.3.31>). It follows that the system (3.3.3) shows an 

equal number v of C<JUations and independent unknowns. In particular, for SO(n)diog the 

number is given in (2.2.22), while the number v(SU(n)mdric will be given in Section 3.5. 

We list some useful properties of the ansatz 9mdric 

1. It follows from (3.2.2) that the affine-Sugawara construction (3,5,9) l,g 

.,.b 
b 1 -- • 

L" = .pl X+ lag 

is always a solution of (3.3.3). 
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xdimg 
Cg =X+ hg (3.3.5) 

2. K-wnjugation (3,5,10,15). When L 0 is a solution of (3.3.3), then its K-conjugate f. 

- 1 
L. = ---- - L., c = Cg - c 

x +he 
(3.3.6) 

is also a solution, and the two corresponding Virasoro operators T and T form a 

commuting pair. 

3. Unitarily (10,18). In general the unitarily requirement on L. depends on the explicit 

form of the metric. However, when the magic basis is real, unitary solutions (Lim) I = 

O-ml) require 

L. =real 

since in this case the hermiticity property of the affine currents is 

J!m)l = L'lobJ~-m) 
~ 

which is the affineization of (3.2.3b ). 

3.4 High-Level Expansion of Smetrlc 

The high-level expansion (22) of 9melric 

L = !_ ~ Ll•l -• 
a ZL._.,o%, 

•=0 

00 

c= L:c.x-• 
•=0 . 

(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 

....--. 

(3.4.1) 

parellels the expansion (2.2.31) of the graph-theory ansatz SO(n)diog· The solution of the 

leading equations d01(1- xL!.01) = 0, (L!.01- L1°1)'1ob = 0 is 

LID) - 8 Co - "'8 
11 - Gt - L- a (3.4.2a) 

· 80 E {0,1}, a= 1, · ··,dimg (3.4.2b) 

80 = 8b when 'lob # 0 (3.4.2c) 

where any set {8.} may be chosen consistent with the constraint in (3.4.2c). In the case of 

SO(n)d;.9 , 8. = 8;; is the adjacency matrix of any graph of order n (see Section 2.3.1). 
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The higher-order corTeclions d•~l) for eaclt choice (Bo} are unambiguously computable 

from the recursion relation 

Ll•l =(I - 28 ) {~I 1•1 Ll•-•l a a L.....J "a a 
I= I 

+ L E L!'I(2L!o-l-1) - L~·-1-1))(/.,/')l ;.pl} 
cd 1=0 

(3.4.3) 

so eaclt level-family in 9mctrN: may be labelled by its high-level form 

L( (Bo}) .... (Bo}. (3.4.4) 

Moreover, all the coefficients Li•l are real when the structure constants are real. It follows 

for every real magic basis of compact g that eacb level- family of 9mctric will be unitary down 

to some finite critical level (see Section 2.2.3). 

For use below, we also give the explicit form of the central charge 

(3.4.5) 
I 

c = LBo- J3 L8b(28o(l- Be)+ Bc)(/6<")1 +O(:r-1
). 

0 z,... a.k 

through the first non-trivial order. 

3.5 The Ansatz SU(n)metrlc 

The Pauli-like basis given in Ref.(31) is a real magic basis on SU(n). In this basis, the n1 

generator of the fundamental representation of U(n) 

~ T. = T;r = u}'•P>I1gP1hP> . w = el•i/n (J.5.1a) 

(g)u = wl-l/l,siJ, (h)u = 61+1.J - 61,n6J,1 , 1 ~ I, J ~ n (3.5.1b) 

are labelled on a twn-dimensional intt.>ger lattice p = (p1, Pl), with periods n. The pullback 

relation 

T
1
Hn(r,o) = ( _ )IPo+l)o+(p,+l)r+n••r;r (3.5.2) 
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can be used to choose the fundamental cell 

F: O~p1 ~n-l, O~Pl~n-1, p-#0 

for the n1 - I generators of SU(n). We obtain the Killing metric 

2 
flp,f = 1/Jl TrT;;T; = ,.ff = a(P)6;;,(-q)(modn) 

{ 

-1 
a(pj = . 

( _ )Po+P>+n 

P1 = 0 or Pl = 0 

P~oPl-# 0 

and the trigonori1etric structure constants 

a(p,i) = 

/;;,/ = -~a(P,i)sin(1r(px 9)/n).S(if+q)(modn).;'' 

l (- )P>+ .. +I 

(-)Po+9a+l 

(-)PI +9t +P>+ .. +n 

O~pt+91~n-l, O~Pl+9l~n-l 

n ~ PI + 91 ~ 2n - 2, 0 ~ Pl + 91 ~ n - 1 

0 ~PI + 91 ~ n- 1, n ~ Pl + 9l ~ 2n- 2 

n ~ PI + 91 ~ 2n - 2, n ~ Pl + 91 ~ 2n - 2 

(3.5.3) 

(3.5.4a) 

(3.5.4b) 

(3.5.5a) 

(3.5.5b) 

where p x ij = P19l - Pl91 and f(mod n), V r is the representative of r in F. Using (3.5.4) 

and (3.5.5), it is not difficult to verify that the magic basis conditions (3.2.1) and real magic 

basis conditions (3.2.3) are satisfied in the Pauli-like basis. We note that in this case the 

condition (3.2.lb) is satisfied as a consequence of the Pauli-like property 

T;r T1 = ~a(P, ij)wl/fl<ill/lT(if+(J(mod n) (3.5.6) 

whkb is sufficient to guarantee (3.2.1b). 

Subsitution of the explicit form of the Killing metric (3.5.4) and structure constants 

(3.5.5) in the metric ansatz (3.3.3), results in the master equation for SU(n)metric 

L;;(l- :rL;;) = ~ L Lq(2L;;- L(p.-q)(modn))sin2(11'(px v/n) 
n 9 

L;r = L(-jl')(modn) 
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(3.5.7a) 

(3.5.7b) 



;i 

c= zLL,r. 
I 

The explicit form of the oymmetry conotraints in (3.5. 7b) is 

L(p.o) = L(n-p,O)• L(o.p) = L(o,n-p) I ~ p ~ ((n- 1)/2) 

{

I ~PI= P1 ~ ((n- 1)/2) 
L(Pl.P>) = L(n-p,,n-P>) 

I ~ P1 < P1 ~ n - I 

(3.5.7c) 

(3.5.8) 

where (y) is the greatest integer less than or equal to 11. so that each variable is paired except 

for the three unconstrained coefficients 

L(n/l,O)• L(O,n/l)• L(n/l,n/l) 

on SU(n), n =even. For definiteness, we will ch005e 

L(p,O)• L1o.p) l ~ p ~ (n/2), L(p,,,..) 

as the set of independent variables. 

{ 

I ~PI = P1 ~ (n/2) 

I ~ PI < P1 ~ n - I 

It follows from (3.5.10) that the reduced master equation contains 

(3.5.9) 

(3.5.10) 

N(SU(n)me~ric) = 2v(SU(n)N ..... ), v(SU(n)me~ric) = (3.5.11) 
{ 

(nl- 1)/2, n =odd 

(nl + 2)/2, n =even ' 

solutions generically for any level of SU(n), where v(Sll(n)mdric) is the number of inde-

pendent variables in (3.5.10). 

Exactly this number of level-families are seen in the high-level expansion 

(0) "' L,r = B,r, eo= L... B,r, B,r = 8(-PJ(modn) (3.5.12) 
,r 

and, since the Pauli-like basis is a real magic basis, each level-fan1ily of SU(n)mctric is 

unitary down to some finite critical level (see Section 3.4). 

The explicit form of the constraint in (3.5.12) is obtained from (3.5.8) with L,r--+ 81, 

so that the contribution C:.eo of an independent B,r = I to the high-level central charge is 

t:.eo ~ {: 
p = {(n/2, 0), (O,n/2), (n/2, n/2)} 

(3.5.13) 
otherwise 
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It follows in particular that eo is an even integer when n is odd. 

As a new phenomenon, we remark that the next order correction to the central charge 

2 . 
c = LBr- L84f28p(l-8(,r-q)(modn))+BuH'l(n>Odn)Jsinl(x(pxq)/n)+O(z-l) (3.5.14) .. zn __ 

p p,q 

shows generic irrationality I already at order z- 1, because the squared structure constants 

sinl(u/n) are irrational for n = 5 and n ~ 7. Beyond the smaller manifolds, rational 

central charge can occur only sporadically - when the construction has a symmetry, so that 

certain sum rules are active. For example, the sum rule (3.2.2) 

l 

L•inl(x(px q)/n) = ~, Vp 
9 

(3.5.15) 

maintains the rational central charge of the affine-Sugawara construction. It is dear that 

this phenomenon will generate arbitrarily high irrational type (20) as n increases. 

For use below, we also give the conformal weights t:. = L"bT.Tb (12,18) of then or ii of 

SU(n) 

I c 
t:.(n) = C:.(ii) =- EL·=-

2n • P 2nz 
p 

which are degenerate, and the conformal weights of the adjoint 

t:.(nl- l),r = t:.[nl- 1)(-P)(modn) = ~ L L9sinl(1r(px q)/n) 
.. 9 

(3.5.16) 

(3.5.17) 

which show a partial degeneracy analogous to the L,r constraints in (3.5.7b). Generic 

irrationality of the conformal weights is also visible in the high-level expansion of these 

results. 

1111e finite-order irrational central charge o( tl1ese constructiona can in principle be aeen in other bases, 
for example the Cartesian Lasis of Re£.(22). In this case, the phenomenon arises (rom the contrilmlion to Ct 

of irrational high-level twists O(O), 
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3.6 SU(3)metrk 

3.6.1 The Self K-Conjugate Construction SU(3)*(m,2) 

The simplest case of (3.5.7) beyond SU(2)m.cr;c, whOiie solutions coincide with S0(3)diog, 

is SU(3)m.cr;. 

Lo,(1- zLo.) = 2Lo,(LIO + Lu + Ln)- (L,oLu + LtoLu + LuLn) (3.6.1a) 

L10(l- zL,o) = 2LIO(Lo,·+ Ln + Ln)- (Lo,Ln + Lo,Ln + LnLn) (3.6.1b) 

Lu(l- zLu) = 2Lu(LIO + .l.o1 + Ln)- (Lto.l.ol + LaoLn + Lo,Ln) (3.6.1c) 

L,,(l- zLn) = 2La,(Lao + l.o1 + Lu)- (L,o.l.ol + L10Ln + Lo,Lu) (3.6.ld) 

c = 2z(Lo, + L10 + Lu + L,,) (3.6.le) 

showing 4 quadratic equations on an equal number of unknowns, so that 24 = 16 level

families are contained in SU(3)metric· According to (3.5.10), we have chosen to write the 

reduced master equation (3.6.1) in terms of the 4 independent coefficients Loa = Lo2 , 

L10 = L20, L11 = L22, L12 = L21 . The explicit form of the stress tensor in the ansatz 

T = ;, :( -Lo,Jo,Jm- LaoJ10J10- LuJuJu + LnJnJ,,): (3.6.2) 

is obtained from (3.3.1b) with the melric (3.5.4). 

It is easily cltecked that the ansatz (3.6.1) is covariant under permutations of the 

coefficients L1 so that the residual automorphism& are 

L~ = L•(P) {P} = { 10, 01,11, 12} (3.6.3) 

where w(P) is any permutation of the independent labels {P}. 

Applying our high-level analysis (3.5.12) to the system (3.6.1), we identified the known 

level-families in the ansatz which arc: L = 0, the affine-Sugawara construction L(SU(3), 
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four automorphically equivalent copies of (U(1 ))2 and SU(3)/(U( 1 ))2, accounting for a total 

of ten level-families. We also find three new K-conjugate pairs 

{ 
Bo, = 610 = 1, 6n = 6n = 0 

t/o, = 610 = 0, 6u = 6,2 = 1 

{ 
t/o, = 6n = 1, 61o = 612 = 0 

Bo, = 9u = 0, 61o = 9n '"' 1 

{ 
Bo, = 6n = 1, 610 = 6u = 0 

tlo1 = 812 = 0, 6,o = 811 = 1 

{3.6.4a) 

(3.6.4b) 

(3.6.4c) 

all of which have high-level central charge eo= 4 = ~dim SU(3). In {3.6.4), the second line 

of each bracket is the K-conjugate partner 

s, = l-6, (3.6.5) 

of the first line, and, according to the level-independent automorphism& (3.6.3), each bracket 

is automorphically equivalent 

Bj,= 6•(jl) (3.6.6) 

to the other brackets. Moreover, the K-conjugate partners in a given bracket are automor-
• 

phically equivalent 

i;~= 6•(jl) (3.6.7) 

so that eacb line in (3.6.4) is a copy of a single self K-conjugate construction on SU(3). 

The exact form of the new constructions present in the ansatz SU(3)melric 

{ 
Lo,: L10: 2(.,~31 (1 + ~, Lu: Ln: 21A31 (1-~ 
Lot- L10- 2(A31 (1-~ • Lu- L,,- 2(s~3) (1 + ~ 

{ 
Lo, = Lu = 2(.,~3) {I + ~ ' 
Lo1 = Lu = 2{z~3) {1-~, 

{ 
Lo1: Ln: 2(.,~3) {1 + ~, 
Loa- L12- 2(z~3) (1-~ • 
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L10 = L12 = 2{z~3) (1-~ 
L10 = L,, = 2/.,~a) (1 + ~ 
L10 = Lu = 2(.,~3) ( 1 - IN) 
L10 = Lu = 2(z~3) (1 + ~ 

(3.6.8a) 

(3.6.8b) 

(3.6.8c) 



I 4z 
c = 2csu{3l = ., + 3 , z "I I (3.6.8d) 

can be easily checked from (3.6.1) and shows six autpmorphic copies of a self K-conjugate 

construction on SU(3). The organization ofthe six automorphic copies in (3.6.8) is analagous 

to the arrangement of the corresponding high-level forms in (3.6.4), and, following Section 

2.6, we call the construction 

SU(3) 111[m, 2) (3.6.9) 

since it occurs in a subansatz of size"= 2 of the metric (m) ansatz on SU(3). The half-

Sugawaca central charge (3.6.8d) is cl•acacteristic of self K-conjugate construtions, and, as 

guaranteed by the high-level expansion, the construction is unitary down to a finite critical 

level, whicl1 is z = I in this case. 

We have also computed the La1o-broken conformal weights of this construction for the · 

3 (or 3) and adjoint representation of SU(3), using (3.5.16) and (3.5.17) respectively. The 

results 

- 2 
A[3) = A[3) = J(z + 3) (3.6.10a) 

I /z+3 
A~[S) = 2(z + 3) (3 ± v ;-=!) (3.6.10b). 

show rational, completely degenerate, half-Sugawara conformal weights for the 3 (or 3), but 

two irrational 4-fold degenerate conformal weights for the adjoint representation. 

3.6.2 The Quadratic Deformation SU(3)f 

llaving solved the ansatz (3.6.1) on SU(3) for generic level, we search for sporadic defor-

mations with the predicive method of Ref.[25): We expect sporadic quadratic deformations 

for those levels at which two or more constructions, How-connected at high-level, have co-

incident central charge. We restrict ourselves to first crossiugs as the level is lowered. 

A plot of the ceutral charges of the five level-families that are prcseut in SU(J)metric 
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is given in Fig. 21, and shows a single first cr06Sing at level three 

z = 3: SU(3)/[U(l )]1 ~ SU(3)111 [m, 2) ~ [U(l W . (3.6.11) 

Next, we consider the high-level ftow equation [25) of the closed subftow SU(n)metric 

i~Ol = -L~)(l- L~OI), (0) (0) 
L;t = L(-;t)(modn) (3.6.12) 

which shows that the physical ftow between fixed points is 6;t = 1 -+ 6;t = 0. The ftow on 

SU(3)metr~<o. recorded in Fig. 22, shows that the 4+6+4= 14 representatives of the three 

constructions in (3.6.11) ace ftow-connected at high-level. 

lienee we predict the quadratic deformation 

SU(J):, c = 2 (3.6.13) 

which will contain all14 constructions that have coalesced at level three. Moreover, we can 

predict that the deformation SU(3): will be closed under K-conjugation, since the set of 

high-level constructions involved in the crossing is closed under K-conjugation. 

To find the deformation (3.6.13) explicitly, we set z = 3 in the ansatz (3.6.1). The 

resulting explicit form of SU(3): 

Lot= _!_(1 + -/3cos6) + 1
r,;sin6cos<f> 

12 2v6 
(3.6.14a) 

L 10 = _!_(1 + -/3cos 6)-
1
r,; sin 6cos </> 

12 2v6 
(3.6.14b) 

L 11 = _!_(1- -/3cos6) + 
1
r,; sin6sin</> 

12 2v6 
(3.6.14c) 

L 11 = ~(1- -/3cos6)- 2~sin6sin</> (3.6.14d) 

0565~r, 05</><211', c=2 (3.6.14e) 

shows that the unitary deformation is a two-sphere. Moreover, K-conjugation is reftection 

through the origin of the sphere 

Lp(6,<f>) = Lp(,..- 6,</>+ ,..) (3.6.15) 
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and we have checked that all14 representatives of the constructions in (3.6.11) are particular 

poiula in the deformation. 

3.7 SU(4)metrlc 

3.7.1 Solution Methodology 

We have also studied the ansatz SU(4).,..cric 

L01(1- xLo1) = Lo.(L•o + Ln + Lu + L13 + L10 + L11 + 2L-u) 

1 
- 2(L1o + Ln)(Lu + L13)- L-u(LlO + L11) 

L-u(1- xL-u) = L13(L1o + Ln + Lu + L13 + L10 + L11 + 2Lo.) 

1 
- 2(L10 + Ln)(Lu + L13)- Lo.(LlO + L11) 

L10(1 - xL10) = L10(Lo1 + L-u + Lu + L13 + Lw + L11 + 2Ln) 

1 
- 2( Lo1 + L13)( Lu + L13)- Ln( Lw + L11) 

L11(1 - xLn) = Ln(Lol + L-u + Lu + L13 +La,+ Ln + 2Lw) 

I 
- 2(Lo1 + LlJ)(l,u + L13)- Lw(Lm + L11) 

Lu(1- xLu) = Lu(Lo. + L-u + L10 + Ln + Lo1 + L:10 + 2LIJ) 

1 
- 2(Lo1 + L13)(Lw + Ln)- L13(La, + L10) 

(3.7.1a) 

(3.7.1b) 

(3.7.1c) 

(3.7.1d) 

(3.7.1e) 

L13(1- xL13) = L13(Lo1 + L13 + L1o + L11 + Lw + L10 + 2Lu) 

1 
- 2(Lo1 + L-u)( L10 + Ln)- Lu(Lw + L10) (3.7.1/) 

Loo(l - xLol) = 2Loo(LIO + Ln + Lu + L13)- 2(L10L11 + LuL13) (3.7.1g) 

L10(1- xL10) = 2L10(1-'()1 + L-u + L11 + L13)- 2(L01 L13 + L11 L13) (3.7.1h) 

L11(l- xL11) = 2L12(Lo1 + L13 + Lw + Ln)- 2(Lol/'l3 + Lwl-11) (3.7.1i) 
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c = x(2( Lo1 + L-u + L10 + Ln + Lu + L13) + La,+ L:10 + L11) (3.7.1j) 

showing nine coupled quadratic equations on an equal number of independent variables 

Lo1 = Loo. L13 = L1., L10 = L30, L11 = L31, Lu = L33, L13 = L31 (3.7.2a) 

La,, L10, Ln (3.7.2b) 

so that 29 = 512 level-families will be contained in the ansatz SU(4)m.cri<:· 

It is easily checked that the ansatz (3.7.1) is covariant under 

Lj,= L•IM, {P} = {01,10,11,12,23,13,02,20,22} (3.7.3) 

when 1r is any of the following permutations (of the independent labels {P}) 

lrJ: 01 .... 23 

lr]: 10 .... 12 

lrJ: 11 ..... 13 (3.7.4) 

lr.: 01 .... 10, 23 .... 12, 02 .... 20 

Ira : 01 +-+ 11, 23 .... 13, 02 +-+ 22 

or any combination of these five permuations. For simplicity we have omitted inert labels 

in the permutations of eq.(3.7.4). 

To obtain explicit solutions of the system (3.7.1 ), it is useful to introduce the sum and 

difference variables 

Lt1 = Lo1 ± L13 (3.7.5a) 

Lto = L1o ± Ln (3.7.5b) 

Lt1 = Lu ± L13 (3.7.5c) 

in whicb case eq.(3.7.1) takes the form 

L01(-1 + 2(Ll0 + L11) + L[1 + Lf0 + xL;l-.J = 0 (3.7.6a) 
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Lj0 [-1 + 2('-m + L:n) + Lt1 + Lt1 + xLt0 ) = 0 (3.7.6b) 

Lj1(-1 + 2('-m + LlO) + Lt1 + Lto + zi.t1) = 0 (3.7.6c) 

Lt1(2- (Lt0 + Lt1 - (z + 2)Lj1)- (x- 2)(L01 )1 + 2Lt0 Lt1 = 0 (3.7.6d) 

Lt0(2- (Lj1 + Lt1 - (x + 2)Lt0J- (x- 2)(Liii + 2Lj1 Lt1 = 0 (3.7.6e) 

Lt1(2- (Lj1 + Lto- (x + 2)Lt1J- (x- 2)(Lj1)1 + 2Lj1 Lto = 0 (3.7.6/) . 

2Lm[1- 2(Lt0 + Lt1 - xLmJ + (Lt0 )
1 - (Lj0 )

1 + (Lt1)1 - (Lj1)1 = 0 (3.7.6g) 

2L10[1- 2(Lj1 + Lt1 - zL10] + (Lj"1)1 - (L01 )1 + (Lt1)1 - (Lj1)1 = 0 (3.7.6h) 

2L11[1- 2(Lj"1 + Lto- zL11) + (Lj"1)1 - (L01 )1 + (Lt0 )
1 - (Lj0 )

1 = 0 (3.7.6i) 

c = z(2(1.j"1 + Lto + Lt1) + Lm + L10 + L11) (3.7.6j) 

wl1ich shows a factorization in the first three equations. 

We may thus consider eight different se<tors of the equations 

I. Lj0 = 0, L01 = 0, Lj1 = 0: 64 solutions (3.7.7a) 

1• L~0 ;' o, L;;, = o, LO, = o ' 64 solutions 

II. b. L10 = 0, L01 :f 0,/, 11 = 0: 64 solutions 

c. 1-io = 0, L01 = 0, Lj1 :f 0: 64 sol u lions 

(3.7.7b) 

1·· LOo1 o, L;;d o, LO, = o • 64 solutions 

III. b. Lj0 :f 0, L01 = 0, Lj1 :f 0: 6-t solutions 

c. LjO = 0, L01 :f 0, Lj1 :f 0: 64 solutions 

(3.7.7c) 

IV. Lj0 :f 0, L01 :f 0, Lj"1 :f 0: 64 solutions (3.7.7d) 

and, using the permutation automorphism& If 4,5 in (3. 7.4 ), it is not difficult to show that 

the 3 sectors a,b,c within II are automorphic copies of each other, as well as the 3 sectors 

within Ill. 

7J 

The se<tors in eq.(3.7.7) may be understood as consistent subansatze, which, as in 

SO(n)di••• can l>e obtained by restricting to those solutions which posses a symmetry 

L11= L~IPI• • E AutSU(n). (3.7.8) 

In particular, requiring invariance under the three permuations • ., lr], lr3 gives a six pa.-

ra.neter suba.1satz SU(4)(m,6] which contains the 'Z1 = 64 solutions in sector I. Requiring, 

invaria.1ce under any two permutations in the set { 1r1, 1r1, 1r3 } defines three automorphically 

equivalent seven para111eter subansatze, each of which contains the 27 = 128 solutions in 

sector I and lla,llb or lie. For exa111ple, the particular subansatz 

SU(4)[m, 7): Lo1 = L13, L10 = Ln (3.7.9) 

follows from (3.7.8) using the permutations •• and lr] given in (3.7.4), and contains the so-

lutions in sectors I and lla. We have solved this 1r1 and II'] symmetric subansatz completely, 

and a.n overview of the 128 solutions in the subansatz is given below. 

All the 64 solutions in sector I are known constructions. The complete list is 

L = 0(1), U(l)(3), (U(1W (3), 

wc1>r (1), (SU(2)]l 
(U(1 )Jl (3), 

[SU(2))
1 (6), 

U(1) 

(SU(2))
1 

x U(1) (3), (SU(2))1 (3), 
[U(1))1 

(SU(2)Jl x U( 1) (6), (Sl/(2))1 x U(1) (3) 
U(1) · 

(3.7.10) 

and their K-conjugates on SU( 4), where the number of automorphic copies of each solution 

is given in parentheses. 

Among the 64 solutions in sector lla, we find 32 known solutions, which are 

[U(1W(2), [U(1W(2), S0(4)*[d,4)(4), 
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(Sfl(2))
1 

(2), S0(4)'(d,4) x U(l) (4), 
(ll( I ))1 

(SU(2)Jl x U( I) (2) 
(U(l)Jl 

(3.7.11) 

and their K-conjugates on SU(4). The remaining 32 solutions ace 4 copies ea.ch of 4 physi

callly distinct K-conjugatc pairs 

SU(4)*(m, 7).,1, 

SU(4)1 [m, 7h.•, 

SU(4) 

SU(4)*[m, 7),,2 

SU(4) 
SU(4)1[m, 7)3.4 

(3.7.12a) 

(3.7.12b) 

whO&e explicit forms will be given in Sects. 3.7.2 and 3.7.3. We remark at this point that 

the level-families in (3.7.12a) have generically unitary Irrational central d1arge, while thO&e 

in (3.7.12b) have rational central charge but generically irrational confonnal weights. 

3.7.2 SU(4)*(m, 7h.:~ 

The explicit form of the solutions in (3.7.12a) is 

I ~-4:r:-4 
Lt, = :r: + 4(1 + '12(:r: + 2)R), Lj', = ay;;-:_ 16xl + 16 

Lt0 = :r:~ 4 {t-,R(4-l(:r:t4).j:r:(:r:-4)), Lj'0 =0 

Lt1 = :r: ~ 
4 

(1- 'IR(4 + t(:r: + 4).j:r:(:r:- 4)), L01 = 0 

Lw = 2(:r: ~ 4) (1- •1R(:r:
2 + 2:r:- 4 + 2l(:r: + 4).j(:r:- 4)/:r:)) 

L10 = 2(:r: ~ 4) (1- 'IR(:r:2 + 2:r:- 4- 2l(:r: + 4).j(:r:- 4)/:r:)) 

I ( :r:t4) L11 = 2(:r: + 4) I+ '1(16R- {-:r:-) 

c = 
2
-( I )(15:r:- 'l(:r:- 2)(:r:2 + 4)R)- (I+ 0'1 

x+4 2 

R = (:r:4 - 16:r:2 + 16)-1/l 

(3.7.13a) 

(3.7.1Jb) 

(3.7.13c) 

(3.7.13d) 

(3.7.1Je) 

(3.7.13/) 

(3.7.13g) 

(3.7.13h) 

where 'I= ±I is )(-conjugation, a, t = ±1 labels automorphic copies at fixed 'I and{, and 

{ labels physically distinct level-families according to 

SU(1)*(rn,7).: 'I= { = 1 (3.7.14a) 
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SU(4)1 (m, 7h: 'I= -{ = I . (3.7.14b) 

In fact, the two constructions in (3.7.14) ace related by a #-coeet construction (22) 

SU(4)1[m, 7h = SU(4)1 [m, 7). x U(1) (3.7.15) 

with U(1)-current Jn. 

The construction is unitary on positive integer levels :r: 2: 5 and generically irrational. 

The lowest unitary central charge of the family in (3.7.13) is at level5 

c ( SU(4)t[m, 7).) = ~ (57- Jk) ~ 2.8553 

and, more generally, the central charge approaches integer values at high level. 

3.7.3 SU(4)1 [m, 7)u 

The explicit form of the solutions in (3.7.12b) is 

I 
Ltt = :r: t4' 

C1'1 
Lj', J:r:(:r: t4 

+ 1 ( -~ Lo, = :r: + 4 1- "(V -----z--:r:-}, L01 = 0 

1 ( f¥)+4 Lto = -- 1 + 'll -- , 
:r:t4 :r: 

Lio=O 

Lw = _1_ (1- 2'1l J:r: +4 + 'll{ 
2(:r: + 4) :r: :r: :r: 

L
10 

= __ 1_ (I + 2'!l J:r: t 4 _ 'It{ 
2(:r: + 4) :r: :r:{ :r: 

1 ( :r: + 4) 
Lll = 2(:r: + 4) 1 - ,-:r:-

15:r: , 
c = 2(:r: + 4)- 2 
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(3.7.16) 

(3.7.17a) 

(3.7.17b) 

(3.7.17c) 

(3.7.17d) 

(3.7.17e) 

(3.7.17/) 

(3.7.17g) 



where '1 = ±I is 1\-coojugation, a,« = ±I labels automorphic copies and { = ±I labels phys

ically distinct K-conjugate pairs with equal central charge but different conformal weights. 

The constructions are named according to 

SU(4) 111 [m, 7)3: '1 = { = 1 (3.7.18a) 

SU(4)"[m, 7)4 : '1 = -{ = I (3.7.18b) 

The constructions are unitary on z E N, have rational central charge and generically irra

tional conformal weights. It is interesting to note that a special type of #-coset construction 

can be observed in this family 

SU(4)/SU(4)"(m, 7h.• = SU(4)"(m, 7h.• x U(l) (3.7.19) 

where the U(J)-curent is Jll· This is an exam11le of a# roset construction, which involves 

both L and its K-conjugate construction L 

L+L(U(l))=wlw, wEAutSl1(4); L=L,-L. (3.7.20) 

It folows that the central charge of the constructions L and L can be computed before 

obtaining their exact form since 

60 that 

c+l=c=c,-c 

c=~ 2 • c=~ 2 

(3.7.21) 

(3.7.22) 

The results (3.7.22) with g = SU(4) are in agreement with the rational central charges 

c(SU(4)"(m, 7h,4) = (7z- 2)/(z + 4) and c(SU(4)/SU(4)*(m, 7h.4) = (8z + 2)/(z + 4). 

3.7.4 SU(4)met.-lc Versus S0(6)dlag 

Since S0(6) = SU(4), we have determined the overlap between the two metric ansatze 

S0(6)diog and SU(4)metric· It is not difficult to establish that the two subaosatze 

S0(6)(d, 71 ~ SU(4)[m, 7) (3.7.23) 
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are physically equivalent. A labelled representative of the subansatz S0(6)(d, 71 is 

{ 

Ln = L:w, L13 = Ll4• Lu, Ll3, LM 
S0(6)(d, 71: 

L1& = L1e = L4s = L46, Lls = Ll6 = L35 = L;,e 
(3-7.24) 

and the exact relation with SU(4)(m, 7) is 

L1l = Ln, L13 = L13, L1s = Lo., Lls = L1o 

L14 = L,o, Ll3 = Lol, Lll6 = L,l (3.7.25) 

which is written in the form L;j = L, for the seven independent coefficients of the ansatz. 

Moreover, the identifications 

S0(6)J"(d, 71•.u.• = SU(4)]111(m, 7]1,l,3,4 (3.7.26) 

are established by comparing high-level a;ntral charges and conformal weights of the new 

#-~nstructions in S0(6)(d, 71 (which can be found in the high-level sectors 6,7 and 8 of 

Table 3) and those in SU(4)(m, 7). 

3.8 SU(5)metrlc 

3.8.1 Finite-Order Irrational Central Charge 

In Section 3.5. we pointed out that Irrational central cbarge at finite order of the high-

level expansion is seen for the generic level-family In SU(n)mctric· To illustrate this new 

phenomenon, we have investigated SU(5)metric, whicb is the smallest ansatz in SU(n)metric 

that shows finite order irrational central charge, since n = 5 is the lowest integer for which 

sinl(,.. /n) is irrational. From (3.5.7), it is straightforward to express the 12 equations of the 

ansatz in terms of the 12 Independent variables-

Lo •• Lol, L1o, L20, Ln. Lll, L1l, Ll4• L13, L;w, Lu, Ll3 (3.8.1) 

and, with (3.5.14), we have analyzed the high-level central charges of the 2n = 4096 level

families in the ansatz. The results below are given for the lower half (eo :$ 12) of the 

high-level sectors, since the rest of the constructions can be obtained by K-conjugation. 
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1. There are three exact rational central d1arges 

c = 0,2and 4 

whid1 correspond to the known constructions L = 0, (U(I)Jl and (U(J))4. 

2. There are eight distinct potentially-irrational central charges 

12 
c= {6- -;• 

I 
8- -(24,36), 

:t: 

I 
10- ;(36,48,60), 

12- !(48,60)} + O(z-2) 
z 

(3.8.2) 

(3.8.3) 

which may show irrationality at higher finite order, or may be the high-level forms of 

exact irrational constructions. 

3. There are fifteen distinct central cl1arges 

48 2 2 
c = {4- 5z(-'l•-'2). 

48 2 2 2 2 2 2 6-
5

.,(2.s1,2s2,2s1 + .. 2,s1 +2.s2), 

8 48 (3 1 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 2) - 5z sl + "'2• sl + "'I• sl + -'1• -'I + -'2 • 

48 1 1 1 1 10-
5

., ( 4s1 + 3s2, 3.s1 + 4s2), 

48 ( 2 1 2 2 1 1 } ( -2) 12-
5

., 5s1 + 4s2,4s1 + 5s2,6s1 + 4s2) + 0 :t 

.. : = sin2(w/5) = (5- ../5)/8, .. ~ = sin2(2w/5) = (5 + ../5)/8 

which are alrea.ly irrational at this order. 

(3.8.4a) 

(3.8.4b) 

Each central charge in (3.8.3) and (3.8.4) colk'Cts a large number of constructions which 

are degenerate at this order, and we have determined that the total number of irrational 
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constructions represented in (3.8.4) already dominates the total number of potentially

irrational constructions represented in (3.8.3). Moreover, most of the potentially-irrational 

constructions show irrational conformal weights at this order. 

The observation of unitary irrational central charge at Co= 4 in (3.8.4) (and eo= 20 by 

K-conjugation) requires an update of the phenomenological inequalities of R.ef.(22): So far, 

all known unitary irrational irreducible constructions satisfy the high-level central charge 

inequalities 

rankg::::; eo::::; dimg- rank g (3.8.5) 

which now include eo= rankg and dimg- rank g. 

We finally remark that at least some of the constructions with c = 12- 60/:t: + O(:t-2) 

are self K-conjugate constructions on SU(5). For example, the candidate 

{ 

8o1 = 810 = 8u = 812 = 813 = 814 = I 
ilo1 = 8"XJ = 822 = 814 = 8:w = 813 = 0 

1 12z 60 2 c = -csu(s) = -- = 12- - + O(:t- ) 
2 :t+5 :t 

is the high-level form of a self )(-conjugate construction, because 

iJP = I - 8p = 8•1PI 

w(P): 01 .... 02,10 ..... 20,11 ..... 22,12<-+ 24,13 .... 34,14 .... 23 

is the high-level form of the level-independent automorphism L~ = L•(PI· 

3.8.2 Exact Solutions with Finite-Order Irrationality 

We have obtained the exact form of one of the K-conjugate pairs in SU(5)mclric 

I ( (:~:+5)../5-1 ) 
Lo1 = Lo2 = L10 = LXJ = Lu = L22 = 2(:t + 5) I+ '1 ../5z2 + 20z- 24 

I ( (:t + 5)../5 +I ) 
L11 = L14 = L13 = L34 = Lu = L13 = 2(:t + 5) I - '1 ../5:~:2 + 20z- 24 
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~. 

(3.8.6a) 

(3.8.6b) 

(3.8.7a) 

(3.8.7b) 

(3.8.8a) 

{3.8.8b) 



" 

c--- 1-lb ( I ) 
- z + 5 11 v'5z2 + 20x - 24 

(3.8.8c) 

(q = ±I is K-conjuga.tion) whose irrational central charge is visible at finite order. The 

solutio~s were obtained from a. consistent tw~para.meter suba.nsatz whose form is recorded 

in the result, so we ca.ll the constructions 

SU(5)"(m, 2), 'I= I ; SU(5)/SU(5)"(m, 2), 'I= -I. (3.8.9) 

The construction SU(5)*[m, 2) with c = 12-12(5+ 1/..15)/z+O(z-2 ) is i_!lcluded in (3.8.4). 

Doth constructions are unitary on z E N, with rational points at z = I, 2 and 3, so that 

the value 

) 48 ( _I_) -:::! 4.8760 c ( SU(5):(m, 2) = g I -
2
JJ,i (3.8.10) 

is the lowest unitary irrational central charge in the K-conjugate pair. 

3.9 Generalized Graph Theories on g 

3.9.1 The Sine-Area Graphs of SU(n) 

The signal that the conformal field theories of SO( n )Jiog are isomorphic to graph theory is 

that the high-level form of the a.nsa.tz L!~1 = 8;j E {0,1}, I :5 i < j :5 n is the adjacency 

matrix of any graph of order n (5Ce Section 2.3.1 ). This correspondence also underlies the 

group- and conformal field-theoretic organization of graph theory described in Chapter 2, 

which bLogins by defining the graphs on SO(n) with graph isomorphisms in Aut SO(n). 

In analogy with the graph theory ansatz SO( n )di•g• we will define. in this subsection a. 

generaliZL>d graph theory on SU(n) interpreting the high-level form of the a.nsa.tz, (8p} as 

an "edgLLiist". The resulting graphs will label the conformal field theories in SU(n)me<ric· 

To obtain a. generalized graph theory on SU(n), imagine first that the fJp's of Sl!(n)me<ric 

are unconstrained in a. larger a.nsa.tz. We define the "sine-area. graphs" {G} of SU(n) as 

the 2n'- 1 sets of vectors {f} for which (JP = I, e.g. the 8 sine-area graphs of SU(2) in Fig. 
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23. The name "sine-area." is motivated below. As usual, complete sine-area. graphs satisfy 

8il = I, '!/ p and complementary sine-area. graphs G are generated by iJil = 1 - 8il. 

To complete the definition of a. generalized graph theory, we specify the graph isomor-

phisms, 

G'-:::!G (3.9.1) 

which define equivalence classes of sine-area. graphs analogous to the unlabelled graphs of 

graph theory. Guided by the master equation (3.5.7), we choose the graph isomorphisms 

Bj;=B•tPI• pEF (3.9.2a) 

as those permutations ,. of {P} which satisfy 

p.(PJp.(q)f.(P).•(4'1•(;') = /p./P.(r) (3.9.2b) 

p.(pjp.(q)q•(Pl.•(<i) = 'IM (3.9.2c) 

where {p.(p)} is a. set of phase factors lp.(PJI = I, p E F for each allowed permutation. 

Using the metric and structure constants of SU(n) in (3.5.4,5) we obtain the explicit 

form of the graph isomorphisms in (3.9.2) 

w((p+ q')(modn)) = (w(p) + w(q))(modn) (3.9.3a) 

p.(pjp.(q) a(,.(p),lf(q)) 
lljl,f = p.((p + q')(mod n}} a(p,q) "•(P).•(<i) 

(3.9.3b) 

If(( -p)(mod n)J = ( -w(p))(mod n) (3.9.3c) 

a(p) = p.(p)p.(( -p)(mod n}}a(w(PJ). (3.9.3d) 

where n-(p) is a. permutation of p E F, {p.(p)} is a. set of phase factors and .Sjl,f = sin( n-(px 

9)/n). The relations (3.9.3a.) and (3.9.31>) need only be satisfied for those p, q pairs with 

non-zero Sjl,ij· 
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ThegTaph isomorphisms (3.9.2) a.re real magic-basis-preservingautomorphismsof SU(n) 

because the automorphisms 

'r, = p.(p)T•t;J) (3.9.4) 

satisfy 7f,1 = Lf'lfl.f'lf- It also follows from (3.9.3b) that the graph isomorphisms (3.9.2) 

a.re sine-area preserving 

{sine-area(•(p), .-(q))} = {sine-area(p,q)} (3.9.5) 

where 

sine-a.rea(ji,q) s lsin(•(jix 9)/n)l (3.9.6) 

is the sine-area of any vector pair (p, q IBfl = Sf= 1) in a sine-area graph. In particular, all 

the gTaphs in an equivalence class have the same set of sine-areas. All permutations .-(p) 

on Sl/(2) a.re graph isomorphisms*, and the equivalence classes of the sine-area graphs of 

SU(2) are arranged horizontally in Fig. 23. 

Following graph theory, a self-complementary sine-area graph 

G-::=G (3.9.7) 

is recognized when it is isomorphic to its complement (see Section 2.5.5). 

The high-level constraints Bfl = 8(-jJ)(modn) of SU(n)melric select a subset of sine-area 

graphs with dimension 2"(SIJ(n)., .. .,), which, according to eq.(3.4.4), a.re in one-~one cor

respondence with the level-families of SU(n)melric· As in SO(n)diogo the complete sine-area 

graph on SU(n) is the afline-Sugawara construction (3,5,9} on this manifold, complemen-

tary sine-area graphs are !{-conjugate partners (3,5,10,1 5}, and self-complementary sine-area 

graphs are self ((-conjugate constructions. 

t•n.e 6 permut~tiono of (10),(01) and (II) are generaled by .-1 (01 - 10) and .-,(01- .II), which satisfy 
(3.9.4) with p,,(IO) = p.,(ll) = -p.,(Ol) =I and p.,(OI) = p.,(ll) = ip.,(IO) = i. 
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In further detail, the action of any graph isomorphism 1r on a solution Lflin SU(n)me~ric 

is 

Ljs = L.(jJ) I p E F (3.9.8) 

which mirrors the high-level form in (3.9.2a). We have checked from (3.5.7), (3.9.2) and 

(3.9.8) that the constraints of SU(n)me~ric a.re invariant under any graph isomorphism 

Lfl = Lt-Pitmodn) -+ Li = L(-~(modn) - (3.9.9) 

and that Li is automorphically equivalent to Lf11n SU(n)maric• The point Is that, as 

in SO(n)lli•a• tbe graph isomorphisms a.re residual automorphiams of the an&atz, so that 

lsomorphically-equivalent sine-area graphs represent physically-equivalent level-families of 

conformal field theories in the ansatz. There are no constraints in SU(2)me~ric. so all the 

sine-area gTaphs of SU(2) are in SU(2)melric. and the conformal- field theoretic names of 

the equivalence classes of SU(2)melric are included in Fig. 23. 

As another example, the 2c = 16 sine-area gTaphs of SU(3)me~ric are shown in Fig. 24, 

along with their equivalence classes and the corresponding conformal-field theoretic name of 

each class. In this case, the equivalence classes of the figure can be verified from eq.(3.6.3), 

whicl1 is the action of the graph isomorphisms on the set of independent variables. We re-

mark in particular that each vertical pair in the self K-conjugate construction SU(3)#[m, 2} 

is a pair of self-complementary sine-area graphs. 

The enumeration of equivalence classes on SU(n) is the next step in the study of 

sine-area gTaphs. 

3.9.2 Generalized Graphs of g 

It is clear that the high-level form of each 9motric 

Li01 = 84 E {0,1}, a= 1, · · ·,dimg (3.9.10a) 
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fJ. = ()• when •M "/- 0 (3.9.10b) 

defines, as in SU(n)metrico an Medge-list" of a generalized graph theory on g, although 

a subset of the generalized graphs will be selected when the constraints in (3.9.10b) are 

non-trivial. 

The discussion in Section 3.9.1 can be generalized for any g, giving a prescription whid1 

defines a generalized graph theory on g, given a magic basis and the corresponding edge-list 

{fJ.,a = I,·; ·,dimg} of the corresponding ansatz 9metric· Without further information, we 

may think of the generalized graphs aa the ~e seta of index-edges {a} for which fJ. = I. 

The isomorphisms of the generalized graphs are those index-edge permutations ,.. which 

satisfy 

~ =fJ•(•) (3.9.1la) 

p.(a)p.(b)f.(a)•(b)•(c) = J •• cp.(c) (3.9.llb) 

p.(a)p.(b)q•(•)•(b) = 'lab (3.9.1lc) 

so that,.. E Aut g. We have also d1ecked that, when the magic basis is real and {p.(a)} is 

a set of phase factors, then ,.. is a real magic-basis-preserving automorphism of g and 

L~ = L•l•l (3.9.12) 

is automorphically equivalent to L. in 9metric· It follows that isomorphically-equivalent gen· 

eralized graphs are physically-equivalent level-families of conformal field theories in 9metric· 

We finally note that the possibility of a simpler description exists when the edge-index 

a bas a composite structure. In the case of the graphs of SO( n )di•g• for example, we J.ave 

a = ij, 1 ~ i < j ~ n (3.9.13) 

and the set of allowe<l permutations E Aut SO( n) in (3.9.11) is the set of all permutations 

of the graph points {i}. 
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3.10 Conclusions 

The general class of metric ansatze developed in this chapter, enables us to study large 

slices of affine-Virasoro space. 

We have shown that, given any magic basis of simple g, the Virasoro master equation 

admits a metric ansatz 9metric 

magic basis of g -+ conformal field theories of 9metric (3.10.1) 

whose level-families are classified by their high-level form. The 1·1 correspondence between 

the high-level form of each solution and the exact level-family is the essence of the simplicity 

of the ansatz. 

Each 9metric is a large system of generically irrational conformal field theories. More

over, when a magic basis is real on compact g, high-level analysis shows that the level-

families of the corresponding 9metric are generically unitary as well. Eacl1 of the two exam-

pies of a real magic basis, has resulted in a corresponding metric ansatz with remarkable 

structure: The level-fan1ilies of SO(n)diag are isomorphiC to the graphs of order n (29) and 

SU(n)mctric shows irrational central charge at finite order of the high-level expansion. Doth 

ansatze contain self K-conjugate constructions. 

Guided by the master equation, we also defined the sine-area graphs of SU(n), which 

label the conformal field theories of SU(n)metric· In similar fashion, eacl1 magic basis 

of g defines a generalized graph theory on g, with graph isomorphisms in Autg, whose 

generalized graphs label the conformal field theories of 9metric· The overall picture is 

conformal field theories of 9metric 

magic basis of g ( Tl (3.10.2) 

generalized graph theory on g 

and we expect that many other magic bases can be found, with their corresponding metric 

ansatze and generalized graph theories. 
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The master equation seems to define graph theories in order to classify its own solutions. 

This connection between the Virasoro master equation and graph theories has so far been 

the ~>est organizing principle, classifying large subsets of the bewildering number of solutions 

of the master equation. In particular, each magic basis will give a corresponding ansatz 

9melrico whose size is as large as one graph-theory unit. The mathematical structure that 

the master equation impo&es on its own (generalized) graph theories, associating conformal 

field theories to (generalized) graphs, might be interesting both in physics and mathematics. 
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Tables Table 2. Irreducible constructions in SO(n)diag 

Table I. Connected c.onstructions in SO(n)diag 
manifold total irreducible new 

irreducible affine-Sugawara irreducible 
manifold all connectt.od fundamental new 

constructions nests constructions 

SO(n)du.g irn ir(AS),. ir~ 
constructions constructions affine-Sugawara connected 

nests constructions 
50(1) 1 1 0 

50(n)diag g,. c,. C(A5),. c• ,. 
50(2) 1 1 0 

50(1) 1 1 1 0 
50(3) 1 1 0 

50(2) 2 1 1 0 
50(4) 2 1 1 

50(3) 4 2 2 0 
50(5) 9 1 8 

50(4) 11 6 5 1 
S0(6) 69 1 68 

50(5) 34 21 12 9 
50(7) 663 1 662 

50(6) 156 112 33 79 
50(8) 9,889 1 9,888 

50(7) 1,044 853 00 763 
50(9) 247,493 1 247,492 

50(8) 12,346 11,117 261 10,856 
50(10) 11,427,975 1 11,427,974 

50(9) 274,668 261,080 766 260,314 

50(10) 12,005,168 11,716,571 2,312 11,714,259 
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Table 3. The graphs ol 50(61...., 

jautoG 
dim 

(2df1 co G ~. conlormal conslruelion l(G) 

0 
... 

5a 1 l-0 (0,0,0,0,0,0) ... 
I 

. . 
Zt,x5• 15 50(2) (O.o.o.o.1.r I ...... . . 

2 -... Zt,x5~ 60 50(3)/50(2) (0,0,0,1,1,2) 

...... . (Zt,) • 45 ....... (50(2))2 (0,0,1,1,1,1) 

3 ,l:l. ••• 5~~ 20 S0(3) (0,0,0,2,2,2) 

:r: ~xZ2 60 50(4)/50(3) (0,0,1,1,1,3) 

• ZexZe 50(4J'(d,4J (0,0,1,1,2,2) --. 180 

- • ZexZ2 180 (50(3)150(2))x50(2) (0,1,1,1,1,2) ...... 
·-- Zzl

3xS.., (50(2))3 (1,1,1,1,1,1) ...... 15 ...... 
4 o: D4 xZ2 45 50(4)/(50(2))2 (0,0,2.2,2,2) 

1>--: :leX~ 180 50(4)/50(3)/S0(2) (0.0,1,2,2,3) 

--!--· 5. 30 50(5)/50(4) (0,1,1,1,1,4) 

. . . . . . Zz 360 50(5f(d.6h (0,1,1,2,2,2) 

>-----. Zz 360 50(5f(d.7J1 (0,1,1,1,2.3) 

,l:l.. ~xZz 60 50(3)xS0(2) (0,1,1,2,2,2) ...... 
>------ ~xZ2 60 (50(4)/S0(3))x50(2) (1,1,1,1,1,3) 

-----· (Zzl3 90 (50(3)/50(2))2 (1,1,1,1.2,2) -------- Zexlz 180 S0(4f(d.4JxS0(2) (1,1,1,1,2,2) ...... 

!J:I 

a 

e 
0 
& e 
* ~ 
~ 

'tt 
~ ~ 
t8N 

~ 
~ 
~ i 

® 
-~ 
~ ! 

* -$-

Co G 

.. ._ 

auto Gl:!:. lconlormal consrrucllon L(Gll {2&f, 
L(G) 

o 

5 I lSl : I (Zzl'l 90 50(4)/50(2) (0,0,2,2,3,3)1 ~ 

(0,1,1,2,2.411 ~ I>< • I Zexl21no S0(5)/S0(4)/S0(21 * I 55 I 6 
50(61/50(5) (1,1,1,1,1,5)1 @ . 

~- • I o. I 72 S0(5)'(d,2) (0,2,2,2,2,211 *-
.-A-. • I Z2 I 360 S0(5)'(d,6)1 (0,1,1,2,3,311 9 
1>----- • I Zz 1360 S0(5l'ld.7)z (0,1,2,2,2,311 0 
· <>--- • I Z2 I 360 S0(5)1S0(5111d. 7)2 (0.1.2.2.2.3" m 
:r: (Zz)3 I 90 S0(6l'(d.5), (1,1,1,1,3,3) ~ 

+- s, 1120 50!6l'(d,7)1 (1,1,1,1,2,4) ~ 
-- L- Z2 1360 S0(6)'(d.9)1 (1.1,1,2,2,3) ® 

Z2 1360 50(6f(d,911 
(1,1,2.2,2,2) ® 

>-- Z2 1360 50(6f(d,11)1 (1.1,1,2,2,3) ~ 
o--- o.xZzl 451 (50(4)/(50(2))2)x50(21 I (1,1,2,2,2,2) ~ 

,l:l. 
·-----

~xZ2 1 60 I (S0(3)/50(2))x50(3) )(1,1,2,2,2,2) ® 
!>-- ...... Zexl2l180 I (50(4)/S0(3)/S0(2))x50(2ll (1,1,1,2,2,31 ~ 

6 ~= s •• ~ 1 15 50(41 (0,0,3,3,3,3) ~ 
IZl. Ze•~l 60 S0(5)/(50(3)xS0(2)) (0,2,2,2.3,3) +I 
1><l. (Zzl3 I 90 S0(5)/S0(4)/(50(2))2 I (0,2,2.2,2,4) ~ 
~· Zz I 360 I 50(5)/50(4)/50(3)/(50(2)) I (0,1,2,2,3,4) ~ 
~ Zt,xS3 I 60 50(6)/50(5)/50(2) (1,1,1,2,2,5) @· 
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dim 
{2Ja G Co G auto G - conlormal construction l(G) 

LIGI 
dim {211~, G 

Co G auto G ~I 
conlormal construction l(G) 

6 Il>. Zz 360 S0(5)1S0(5)1Jd.6)2 
0,2,2,2,3,3) m 

<%>-. Zz ~60 S0(5)1S0(5)1Jd,7)1 (0, 1,2,3,3,3) ~ 

0 o, 60 S0(6Jt,=S0(6J"td,3J 2,2,2,2,2,2) B 
_L. SJ 120 S0(6J'Jd,o4J (1,1,1,3,3,3) A 

7 « ~ 180 S0(6)/S0(5)/S0(3)/S0(2) ( 1, 1,2,2,3,5) N>. 

N>. Zz 360 S0(5)/SO(o4)1Jd,o4) (0,2,2,3,3,4) ~ 
I>--<1 (Zz}' 90 S0(6J'Jd,5)2 

(2,2,2,2,3,3) ~ 
ttl ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,6J (2,2,2,2,3,3) 4::1> 

-:r ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,TJ1 1,1,2,2,3,3) m 
I>-< ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,8) 1 1,1,2,2,3,3) ~ 

~ Sa 120 S0(6J'Jd,7)2 ( 1,2,2,2,3,4) +--
~ ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,TJ2 ( 1, 1,3,3,3,3) ~ 

« ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,8)2 
1,1,2,2,2,4) M>-

()- Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,91z (1,2,2,2,2,3) <81 
--+-- ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,J13 

(1,1,2,2,4,4) ..... 
IZ1 ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,TJ4 

(2,2,2,2,3,3) ~ 
0::: Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,9'k (1,1,2,2,3,3) <:121> 

<>--- Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,111z ( 1,2,2,2,2,3 0 
« ~ 180 SO(&J'Jd,Bh (1,1,2,3,3,4) ~ 

¢4 ~ 180 S0(6J'Jd,8)4 
(2,2,2,2,2,4) ~ 

.J>< Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,11)3 
(1,1,1,2,3,4) ._M> 

I:>--- Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,tiJ4 1,2,2,2,2,3) m 
K,_ Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,11h (t,1,2,2,2,4) "181 

<tr ~ 180 S0(6J'(d,8) 5 
(1,2,2,3,3,3) 4><1 

<[) Zz 360 S0(6J'(d,9)3 (2,2,2,2,3,3) B 
IJ>- Zz 360 S0(6fJd,9) 4 

( 1,2,2,3,3,3) ~ 
• A •• I 720 S0(6J'Jd,t5)1 (I, 1,2,2,3,3) <t8I 
~~ s.J~ 10 (50(31)

2 (2,2,2,2,2,2) ® 
<1>--- Zz 360 S0(6J'Jd,11)6 

( 1,2,2,3,3,3) <tZl 

~ Zz 360 S0(6f(d,11h ( 1,2,2,2,3,4) ~ 
tsl ..... (Zz}l 90 (S0(4)1S0(21)xS0(2) (1,1,2,2,3,3) <$>- .J><l Zz 360 S0(6fJd,11)1 ( 1,2,2,2,3,4) <lr 

7 ~· ~xS3 60 S0(5)/S0(3) (0,2,2,2,4,4) +: Ll> I 720 S0(6J'(d,151z (1,2,2,3,3,3) m 
~· SJ 120 SO(S)/SO( -4)/SO(J) (0,1,3,3,3,4) ~ tt> I 720 S0(6f(d,151J (1,2,2,2,3,4) 121> 
~· ~·Z:! 180 S0(5)/((S0(3)/S0(21)x(S0(2) (0,2,3,3,3,3) ~ .lSL I 720 S0(6f(d,15)4 (1,1,2,3,3,4) ...121> 
t*t (Zz}l 90 S0(6)/S0(5)/(S0(21) 2 (1,2,2,2,2,5) t81· ~--- s.xl:! 15 S0(4)xS0(2) ( 1, 1,3,3,3,3) ~ 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. I a) Olnnccted graphs; 

L) Disconnccte.l graphs. 

Fig.2 complete graphs= affine-Sugawara constructions= fundamental affine-Sugawara nests 

of depth I. 

Fig.3 K-conjugate graphs on S0(3) and S0(4). 

Fig.4 complete N -partite graphs = fundamental coset constructions = fundantental affine-

Sugawara nests of depth 2. 

Fig.5 a) fundamental coset graphs with depth I insertion ;, fundamental affine-Sugawara 

nests of depth 3; 

b) fundamental coset graphs with depth 2 insertion == fundamental affine-Sugawara 

nests of depth 4; 

c) fundamental coset graphs with depth d- 2 insertion= fundamental affine-Sugawara 

nests of depth d. 

• Fig.6 Complementary representation of fundamental affine-Sugawara nested 

graphs. 

Fig.7 lrr~'<lucible and reduciLie graphs in graph space. The dashed lines indicate the ac.tion 

of !\-conjugation on the graphs of each category. 

Fig.S a) The complete Lipartite graph S0(6)/(S0(5) X SO(!))= S0(6)/S0(5); 

b) The fundamental affine-Sugawara nested graph S0(6)/( ( S0(3)/ S0(2)) x (SO( I) )3 ) 

= S0(6)/S0(3)/S0(2). 

'Fig.9 The first eight identity graphs are new constructions in S0(6)diag· 

97 

Fig.IO The symmetry factoroflhis nests is S(G(S0(2)xSO(i)))·S(G(SO(l))·S(G(SO(i)) = 

2. 

Fig.ll a) Connected incomplete bipartite graphs, or broken N=2 coset graphs, are new 

irreduciLie constructions. 

b) The broken N=2 C06Ct graph S0(6)/S0(6)11l[d,5]l. 

Fig.l2 The cycles C1n. n ~ 3 and paths Pno n ~ 4 are broken N =2 coset graphs and hence 

new irreducible constructions. 

Fig.l3 a) Broken N=2 affine-Sugawara nested graphs are new irreducible constructions. 

b) The broken N=2 affine-Sugawara nested graph S0(6)11l[d,4). 

Fig.l4 The first six self-1{-conjugate constructions. 

Fig.l5 The Cartesian product graphs G 1 x (Kl X K1). 

Fig. 16 The maximal-symmetric construction S0(2n )f1 . 

Fig.l7 Then-cubes Qn = K1 X Qn-t,n ~ 3 are broken N=2 coset graphs and hence new 

irreducible constructions . 

Fig. IS The labelling is used to obtain the subansatz of the graph. 

Fig.l9 S0(2n)*(d,4). 

Fig.20 S0(2n + l)*(d,6). 

Fig.21 Central charges in SU(3)m<Cric: The crossing at level three is the deformation SU(3)f. 

Fig.22 lligh-levelllow of the level-families in SU(3)m<Cric- The brackets show the set (P} for 

which 8;; == I. 

Fig.2:1 The sine-area graphs of SU(2). 
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